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Abstract

This paper studies the problem of how to allocate $n \geq 2$ independent tasks among an endogenously
determined number of jobs in a setting with risk neutral workers subject to limited liability and ex-post
asymmetric information. The main message is that firms narrow down the scope of their jobs to deal
with workers’ incentives to *game* the performance system (workers’ incentives to work harder in tasks
that are well rewarded ex-post and to underperform in tasks that are poorly rewarded). Firms’ incentives
to narrow job scopes are diminished when workers are intrinsically motivated by moral standards and,
in contrast to Holmström and Milgrom (1991), when the degree to which tasks are substitutes increases.
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1 Introduction

Most economist assume that the main motivator for employees is incentive pay. However, studies point to the
design of jobs as a major determinant of employee motivation, job satisfaction, productivity, commitment
to an organization, absenteeism and turnover.

The question of how to design jobs so that employees are more productive was first answer in *The Wealth
of Nations* by Adam Smith’s well-known description of how pins should be manufactured. This idea paved
the way for the "scientific management" philosophy set forth a century ago by Frederick W. Taylor (1911).
The basic idea was to view job design as a scientific optimization problem, where industrial engineers study
the production process and devise the most efficient way to break that process into individual, precisely
derined tasks. Some of the known problems of the full specialization rationale are decreased employee
satisfaction, increased turnover and absenteeism. These observation led Herzberg to argue that in order
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Smith explicitly recognized in *The Wealth of Nations* that specialization could lead to boredom and reduced productivity of workers.
to motivate workers to do good work, jobs should be enriched (i.e., add tasks, complexity and discretion) rather than simplified. Work should be designed and managed to foster responsibility, achievement, growth in competence, recognition, and advancement. This ideas were adopted by Hackman and Oldham (1976) in their development of their well-known Job Characteristics model. This establishes that job enrichment generates intrinsic motivation and increases productivity. The most important element of their model is making work "meaningful" so that workers become more engaged to their jobs - are more interested, pay more attention, think more carefully and work more diligently.

In this paper I revisit the old question of how to design jobs. Namely, I ask how to split \( n \geq 2 \) different tasks into an endogenously determined number of jobs and, how workers should be compensated in each of them. A job could have any number of tasks and tasks can be split in any number of jobs. The different approaches to the issue at hand are well summarized in Dewatripont et al. (2000). The approach pioneered by Holmström and Milgrom (1991) suggests that workers should be allocated tasks that have performance measures of similar quality. The conflicting-task approach proposed by Dewatripont and Tirole (1999) asserts in favor of avoiding job designs in which conflicting tasks are bundled into a job. The career concerns approach advanced by Dewatripont et al. (1999) argue in favor of focused jobs and bundling tasks that require similar skills so as to keep the inference process between aggregated performance and talent strong. A fourth approach, not discussed by Dewatripont et al. (2000), put forth by Laux (2001) shows that combining tasks lowers the limited-liability rent that must be given to a worker so that he works hard in each task and thus it is optimal to bundle more than one task into each job. These approaches have in common that there are spillovers across tasks, some of them assume it and in others it is a consequence of optimal contracting.

In section 2, a principal-agent model based on Baker (1992) is proposed. There are \( n \geq 2 \) different tasks that must be performed and allocated to an endogenous number of jobs each requiring one worker, and the firm can compensate each worker according to: (i) an aggregated performance measure that is positively correlated with the worker’s contribution to firm value (performance-based pay); and (ii) his total time worked (time-based pay). Tasks are completely independent in the production function, the marginal cost of the time allocated to any task is independent of the time allocated to any other task, and it is strictly increasing with the amount of time allocated to the corresponding task. There is no time limit. Furthermore, I assume away the incentives-in-teams problem by posing that for each possible job there is a performance measure that depends only on the tasks bundled into the job. After contracting, but before choosing their time allocation, workers receive with positive probability private information about the marginal performance sensitivity of time in each task (that is, the marginal impact that the time allocated to a given task has on the performance measure). This information is soft and thus it cannot be communicated to the firm. The firm

\(^2\)This is the most widely cited model in the job design literature.

\(^3\)Tasks are independent in the performance measure in the sense that the marginal sensitivity of time in one task is independent of the time allocated to other tasks.

\(^4\)Assuming that there is a time limit is as if tasks were substitutes and this may lead to specialization even in the absence of incentive problems. Thus, biasing the result in favor of specialization.

\(^5\)Workers could also receive information about the the marginal product of time in each task, but this is of no use in this setting.
as well as workers are risk-neutral and workers face a limited-liability constraint equal to \( L \geq 0 \). Because the firm is ex-post uninformed, forcing contracts are never optimal since the firm would not know what is the ex-post optimal time allocation even if it were able to observe it.

In Section 3, the case of contractible output is analyzed and only monetary rewards matter. The optimal job design is to allocate all tasks to one job. The reason is twofold: Tasks are neither complements nor substitutes, and splitting a multi-task job entailing \( K \leq n \) tasks into \( K \) single-task jobs results in higher total compensation costs, since more workers must be hired and each must be \( L \) plus half of the expected output. Thus, I deliberately consider a framework in which under output contractibility, the firm would prefer a multiple-task job entailing the \( n \) tasks to any other task allocation, so that I can fully isolate incentive considerations from others in the literature such as technological and learning effects, conflicting tasks, effort substitution and non-liner incentive contracts that might make independent tasks to be treated as complements.

In Section 4, I consider the case in which output is non-contractible, the firm neither observes the marginal product of time nor the marginal performance sensitivity of time and workers are motivated only by monetary rewards. I show that despite task independence, the incentive problem considered here results in strong dis-economies of scope in firms that lead them to bundle fewer tasks into each job. More specifically, there exists a strictly positive threshold for the limited liability \( L \) such that for \( L \) below this threshold, the optimal job design entails \( n \) single-task jobs, while for \( L \) greater than the threshold, the optimal job design entails at least one multi-task job.

The optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity in any job bundling \( K \geq 2 \) tasks is a weighted mean of the optimal performance pay sensitivity for each single task-job entailing one of the \( K \) tasks. This implies that a worker assigned to a multi-task job disregards valuable information for some tasks and places too much weight on less valuable information for some tasks. By narrowing the scope of each job to full specialization and properly adjusting performance-based pay, the firm makes workers more responsive to their private information in tasks with a performance measure highly correlated to workers’ contribution to firm value and less responsive to that in tasks with low correlation, and by properly adjusting time-based pay, the firm makes each worker to spend an amount of time, that is on average, equal to the expected marginal product of time. However, there is a cost from splitting a multi-task job with \( K \) tasks into \( K \) single-task jobs, which is that more workers are hired and each of them must be paid a positive limited-liability rent. In short, when choosing a job design, the firm trades-off the benefits of better suited incentives that result in higher total output against higher total compensation costs of hiring more workers.\(^6\)

So far, the model predicts that firms deal with workers’ incentives to game the system (workers’ incentives to work harder in tasks that are well rewarded ex-post and to underperform in tasks that are poorly

---

\(^6\)In the appendix, I show that the result is robust to the use of either task-specific performance measures or task-specific time measures. In fact, as long as either the time or the performance measure is aggregated at the job level, the benefit from splitting the \( n \) tasks among \( n \) jobs exists.
rewarded) by narrowing down the scope of the jobs. However, social psychologists have argued for a long time that non-monetary rewards play an important role in aligning workers’ incentives with those of their firms. In Section 5, I examine the role of moral standards as a source of non-monetary incentives or intrinsic motivation. By moral standards I mean workers’ desire to do good work and this translates in that there is an ideal time allocation. Workers’ utility falls as they deviate from this ideal time allocation and thus moral standards work as an intrinsic motivator. The extent to which deviations from the ideal time allocation harm a worker depends on his degree of adherence to the standards, denoted by $m$. Smith argues in *Theory of Moral Sentiments* that moral standards arise on the basis of a market-like process (see, Ottenson (2002)) in a similar way that self-interest gives rise to trade of services and goods in the *Wealth of Nations*. Following this ideas, the standard in each job here arises from the interaction between the management team and workers and it is assumed to be equal to the optimal time allocation when output is contractible.\textsuperscript{7}

As in the case in which moral standards play no role, there exists a threshold for the limited liability $L$ such that for $L$ below this threshold the optimal job design entails only fully specialized jobs, while for $L$ greater than the threshold, the optimal job design entails at least one multi-task job. This threshold falls as $m$ rises. Thus, firms and workers able to agree on standards are more likely to choose a job design entailing at least one multi-task job. The reason is simple: moral standards do exactly what we expect them to do, decrease workers’ incentives to game the performance measure; that is, workers with standards focus more on tasks with high ex-post marginal product of time and less on tasks with low ex-post marginal product of time. This shows that there is a causal relationship between motivation and enriched jobs or multi-tasking, however, the causality is reversed with respect to the one proposed by Hackman and Oldham (1976) since it goes from intrinsically motivated workers to multi-tasking and not the other way around.

In Section 6, I enriched the model by allowing for two different types of spillovers across tasks: (i) when the time spent in one task impacts the marginal cost of time spent in other tasks (i.e., the effort substitution effect introduced in the literature by Holmström and Milgrom (1991)); and (ii) when the time spent in one task changes the marginal product of time in other tasks. I show that in both cases strong substitution hinders full specialization and facilitates multi-tasking. This is in stark contrast with the prediction arising from different versions of the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s multi-task agency model.

When spillovers across tasks are introduced in the cost of time function and tasks are substitutes, workers care less about in which tasks they spend more time working and thus they become more responsive to their private information. This increases firm value since workers’ time allocation is guided more by the marginal product of time than their preferences over tasks. In a sense, substitution across tasks transforms the worker’s multi-tasking problem in a sort of single-tasking problem since the worker focuses more on the task with greater observed performance sensitivity. As degree to which tasks are substitutes rises, the threshold for the

\textsuperscript{7}The results are robust to any standard that is positively correlated to the time allocation when output is contractible. Yet, the algebra is much more cumbersome and there is no further gain in intuition. The results for imperfect correlation are available upon request.
limited liability $L$ above which the optimal job design entails at least one multi-task job falls, which makes multi-tasking jobs more likely to be part of an optimal job design.

When spillovers are introduced into the production function. The degree of substitution does not directly impact worker’s time allocation since they are not compensated according to output. From the firm’s point of view, however, substitution across tasks makes the firm to care less in an ex-ante sense about which tasks get assigned more time and thus it becomes profitable to offer high power incentives so that workers focus more on tasks with greater performance sensitivity ex-post. Thus, as the degree to which tasks are substitutes increases, the firm is more likely to adopt an optimal job design that admits at least one multi-task job. The intuition is similar to the previous one. From the firm’s point of view substitution makes a multi-task job to look more like a single-task job, since it is better to induce workers to focus more on their private information.

Finally, in Section 7, I provide some empirical predictions concerning the relationship between uncertainty and incentives and also the relationship between job design, productivity and job satisfactions. I finish by offering concluding remarks.

**Literature Review.** The papers closest to this in terms of modeling assumptions is Baker (1992). Baker (1992) argues that often the measured outcomes are only partially related to the principal’s goal and the agent may be asymmetrically informed about the effects of his actions. As a result the principal may choose to leave the decisions to the agent and incentivize him with an output-based contract. My model builds on Baker (1992) by considering the same informational problem but extended to several heterogeneous and independent tasks. The difference in terms of the behavior of the optimal contract are discussed in detail after this is derived and here I focus on optimal job design and also consider non-monetary incentives, which are not considered his paper.

In terms of this paper’s goal, the seminal paper by Holmström and Milgrom (1991) is the closest to this one. They consider a principal-agent model with a risk-averse agent, imperfect observability of output for each possible task, and the agent’s cost of effort function depends on the total effort the agent devotes to all tasks. Their model’s key insight is that low-powered incentives arise as the optimal contracting solution when there are differences in measurement accuracy across tasks. The reason is that providing incentives in one activity decreases with the difficulty of measuring performance in other activities when both activities make competing demands on the agent’s time (i.e., tasks are substitutes). Holmström and Milgrom also find: (i) that it is never optimal for two agents to be jointly responsible for any given task. This is due to fact that with risk aversion there is a fixed cost of engaging in another task that results from the risk associated to any task; and (ii) when several tasks must be allocated to workers, it is optimal to assign hard-to-measure tasks to one worker and easy-to-measure tasks to the other. The reason stands for the fact that this separation allows the principal to provide strong incentives for tasks that are easy to measure without fearing that the agent will substitute effort away from other, harder-to-measure tasks. Thus, the separation of tasks among
agents in Holmström and Milgrom’s setting arises because there are negative spillovers across tasks that are built in the time of cost function and, thus it might well be that specialization is optimal even in the absence of any agency problem.

Itoh (1994) asks the same question that I ask here but in the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s setting. Mainly, he asks, in a two tasks setting in which there is only an aggregated performance measure, whether it is optimal to bundle the two tasks in one job or separate them into single-task jobs. He shows that when tasks are weak substitutes, incentive consideration causes the principal to bundle the two tasks into one job rather than hire two agents and make each of them specialize in just one task; while when tasks are strong substitutes specialization is optimal. This is driven by the fact that a joint performance is available and tasks are substitutes and thus workers tend to focus in one task only. Thus, he shows that the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s model yields the opposite result than mine.

There are several differences with the predictions arising from the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s setting. My rationale for low-powered incentives is somewhat different from theirs. Because they assume the principal can contract in each task separately, under the assumption of independent tasks, their model’s predictions are identical to the single-task agency model. When I allow the firm to contract separately on each task, I still obtain the result that firms treat tasks as interwind since it is optimal for firms to an aggregated time measure. So my result arises from aggregated performance measures together with task heterogeneity, and not from substitution across tasks. Furthermore, when substitution is included in my model, the effect on the power of incentives is exactly the opposite of that made by the models using Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s model. The reason is that the optimal time allocation in my model depends on workers’ ex-post information, which makes the result in positive return from inducing workers to focus in one task ex-post. Finally, the difference in modeling assumptions provides different predictions concerning how to structure jobs and they do not consider the role of non-monetary incentives.

Dewatripont et al. (1999) ask how many tasks among \( n \geq 2 \) it is optimal to allocate to a worker in a setting where incentives come from career concerns and the market observes an aggregated performance measure. Thus, in their setting a worker’s only reason to exert effort is to influence the market’s perception about his ability. They show that specialization arises as the optimal job design whenever increasing the number of tasks the agent has to perform reduces the link between performance and perceived ability, because performance becomes noisier. Their results suggest that agents should specialize in tasks that require similar talents, so as to keep the inference process about talent as strong as possible. This paper is somewhat related to mine in the sense the focus result arises from an interaction between the number of tasks and the equilibrium power of incentives. In their model incentives refer to implicit incentives and the mechanism is different from the one proposed here, yet both point to the beneficial incentive effect of specialization. However, the fact that their model is concerned with career concerns only make their rationale more suited to explain focused job designs on public agencies and ONGs, while mine is more suited to explain that in
private and for-profit firms.

Raith (2008) also considers a model similar to Baker (1992) and thus to mine. He assumes as Baker does that contracts can be based on a performance measure and time worked. The main difference stands for the fact that he allows to contract on measure of true, but noisy, output and the agent has private information about his contribution to output. He shows that the use of a noisy output performance measure to provide effort incentives is costly to the principal. More importantly, Raith argues, as Baker (1992) did, that the principal may want to use both input and output performance measures. The former in order to induce the agent to work harder and the latter in order to encourage the agent to properly utilize his specific knowledge about the consequences of his actions on output. I see at least three main difference with Raith (2008). First, the reason for the use of time-based pay here is different from that in Raith. In the absence of risk in his model, optimal time-based pay is zero and the optimal performance-based pay is equal to \( \frac{1}{2} \). Thus, compensation is independent of the mean productivity and uncertainty and the difference between them across tasks. While I assume no risk and this provides a more richer environment that speaks more directly to issue of effort miss-allocation across tasks, which is the key concern in the multi-task literature and, therefore, on the job design literature. Second, the trade-off between total effort and effort mis-allocation across tasks is absent in Raith (2008) since in his model the worker’s compensation is based on a noisy measure of true output and not on a potentially distorted performance measure as it is here. The existence of this trade-off leads the principal to choose an optimal contract that induces the worker to disregard his private information more than efficiency would require. This has important consequences on the choice of the optimal contract and job design. Third, the optimal contract for any given worker not only depends on the main parameters as in Raith (2008), some of which are intended to capture similar dimensions of the optimal contracting problem, but also on the task allocation or job design, which is endogenous. In fact, if Raith (2008) were to assume that tasks, as I do here, are technologically independent and there is no time cost spillovers, then his two tasks model would collapse to his one task model. This implies that his model is not suited to study job design in a setting with independent tasks, and thus job design issues in his model would be driven by the similar trade-offs to the ones considered by Holmström and Milgrom (1991).

Laux (2001) analyzes a multi-task agent model in which the agent’s effort choice on each task is binary, effort costs are linear and the production function is linear and thus tasks are independent from each other. Yet, the optimal contract depends on the number of success and the optimal contract pays a positive bonus only when the maximum number of successes is realized. This makes effort in one task complementary to effort in other tasks. He shows then that incentive problems are a natural source of economies of scope in the sense that allocating multiple tasks to a single agent relaxes the agent’s limited-liability constraint. The main consequence of this is that it might be optimal to increase the scope of the job with the natural consequence that the agent exerts an inefficiently high amount of total effort. Thus, he finds the opposite result than mine and the rationale for his result is of a different nature. Mainly, multi-tasking arises as a mechanism to lower
the agent’s limited-liability rent.

Dewatripont and Tirole (1999) assume that there are direct conflicts between tasks. They show that it always better to split the task of finding evidence in favor and against a decision between two agents. The reason stands for the fact that the optimal compensation can be based only on an aggregated measure of the task and this is increasing in the outcome of one task and decreasing in the outcome of the other task. This implies that it is impossible to induce one agent to exert more effort in both tasks and thus it is optimal to split the task between two different agents to avoid conflicts of interest in job design. In this paper separation also arises because there is technological link between tasks.

Bond and Gomes (2009) generalize the model in Laux (2001) by considering contracts in which an upper bound on payments and monotonicity constraint are imposed, the agent’s effort choice on each task is non-binary, and the production function is non-linear. They identify a different source of allocational inefficiency across tasks, which is that under the optimal contract, it could be optimal for the agent to focus only on a sub-set of tasks, and its consequence is that there is insufficient total effort. Furthermore, they show that small changes in fundamentals can cause the agent’s effort to collapse. MacDonald and Marx (2001) analyze a two-task principal-agent model where activities are substitutable for the agent and complementarity for the principal, and the agent prefers (or has lower cost) working on one of the tasks. Their main result is that the difference in the cost of exerting effort in each task creates a distortion in the allocation of effort. The optimal compensation alleviates this problem by leading the agent to view the activities as complements, and this complementarity is typically achieved using a contract that is non-monotone. However, they do not focus on job design issues.

These papers find different sources of effort mis-allocation than the one I provide in this paper. Laux (2001) finds that the agent may be overloaded and exerts excessive effort while Bond and Gomes (2009) and MacDonald and Marx (2001) find the opposite: excessive focus. None of these papers focus on the interaction of job design and incentive contracting when there is an aggregated distorted performance measure, and a worker’s compensation is based on a performance and time measure. Thus, the allocative inefficiency I discover is of a different nature. Mainly, excessive focus in my model arises as an optimal response to the poor quality of the performance measure and not as the agent’s optimal response to incentives.

Finally, this paper is also related to the literature on intrinsic motivation and moral hazard. For a single-task setting with risk-averse workers, Casadesus-Masanell (2004) considers three different types of non-monetary preferences among which moral standards is one of them. For this case, he shows that contracts that account for the agent’s concern with moral standards generally rely on weaker incentives and higher fixed pay as compared to those from the standard agency model. There are several other paper studying moral hazard with different behavioral preferences such as Murdock (2002), Besley and Ghatak (2005), Prendergast (2008) and Delfgaauw and Dur (2008) who are concerned with mission-oriented agents (i.e., agents that derive utility from the firm’s outcome) and show that incentives are weaker when agents exhibit
this kind of preferences and that the matching of workers and firms is crucial in terms of efficiency; and Akerlof and Kranton (2008) who study social identity and show that compensation costs fall and monitoring takes place less often when agents are concerned with their identity. Yet, none of these papers is concerned with the relationship between behavioral preferences and job design in a multi-task setting.

2 The Model

Let's consider a model with risk-neutral workers (agents), indexed by \( i = \{1, \ldots, N\} \), and a firm (principal). Total output is the sum of the outputs on each job and each job requires one worker. Thus, there is no incentive-on-teams problem. Jobs can be set up to be accomplished with a variable number of tasks. The output of a job is a function of the tasks involved in the job in a manner that will be explained below.

**Tasks and Technology.** There is a finite number of tasks, indexed by \( j = \{1, \ldots, n\} \) with \( n \leq N \), that must be performed and firms can control them by inclusion in each job. When task \( j \) is bundled into the job performed by worker \( i \), the variable \( x_{ij} \) takes the value 1; else \( x_{ij} = 0 \). Each task is indivisible due, for instance, to the fact that each task requires the use of assets that cannot be operated by several individuals at the same time. Thus, the possibility of task sharing is excluded. Furthermore, the principal does not perform any task.

Let \( x_i \) be the binary column vector \((x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{in})\) and \( x \) be the matrix \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\). There are at most \( 2^n \) different task assignments or binary vectors that a firm may choose for any given job. Because each task can be assigned to one job only, the job design \( x \) is subject to the restriction \( \sum_i x_{ij} = 1 \). If \( x_i = (0, \ldots, 0) \), then worker \( i \) gets assigned no tasks and therefore he is not hired by the firm. Job design is non-contractible since this is a complex decision that is hard to verify in court. Let \( X \equiv \{x_i \in \{0, 1\}^n, \; i = 1, \ldots, N|\sum_{i=1}^N x_{ij} = 1, \; \forall \; j = 1, \ldots, n\} \) be the set of all possible job designs; that is, matrices whose columns are binary vectors of dimension \( n \) and the sum of the elements in each row sum up to 1.

The production function is

\[
Y(t, \omega) = \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j t_j,
\]

where \( t_j \) is the time allocated to task \( j \), \( t \equiv (t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) is the time allocation and \( \omega_j \) is the \( j \)-task’s marginal product of time.\(^8\) In addition, this assumption ensures that tasks are independent from each other.

Observe that the technology is such that tasks are neither complements nor substitutes and thus there are no technological spillovers across tasks. In Section 6, I discuss how the results change when there are technological spillovers across tasks. In addition, for any given time allocation, total output is independent of the job design. Thus, job design matters only to the extent that it affects workers’ incentives and compensation.

\(^8\)The linearity with respect to each \( t_j \) is not needed and it is assumed for the sake of simplicity. Any concave function of \( t_j \) will give the same results.
The task-specific marginal productivity shocks \( \omega_j \)'s are independently distributed across tasks. Mainly, each \( \omega_j \) is distributed with mean \( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \), variance \( \sigma^2_{\omega_j} \) and positive support. From here onwards, I call \( \sigma^2_{\omega_j} \) the technological uncertainty in task \( j \) and \( \omega_j \) the marginal product of time in task \( j \) and define \( \omega \equiv (\omega_1, \ldots, \omega_n) \) as the marginal product of time.

**Workers’ Preferences.** Workers supply labor inelastically and labor is the only input. They are risk neutral, time averse and time costs are measured in dollars. Namely, worker \( i \)'s preferences are captured by the following utility function:

\[
U(w_i, t_i, x_i) \equiv w_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j^2,
\]

where \( w_i \) is his total compensation (described below), \( t_i \equiv (x_{i1} t_1, \ldots, x_{in} t_n) \) is worker \( i \)'s time allocation and \( \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j^2 \) is his dis-utility (measured in money) from working.\(^9\) The cost of all other uses of time is normalized to zero. In section 6, I discuss how the results change when there are time cost spillovers across tasks.

This formulation assumes that from workers’ viewpoint tasks are neither complements nor substitutes with regard to the time allocation and there is no overall time constraint. An important consequence of this is that there is no effort substitution problem. Thus, the nature of the job design problem is different from that studied by the literature spawn by the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s multi-tasking model. Furthermore, risk neutrality is key since this implies that there is no implicit fixed-cost of providing incentive for effort, which is the case when workers are risk averse (see, also Holmström and Milgrom (1991) and Itoh (1992)).

Workers are wealth constrained and therefore unable to make arbitrarily large transfers to the firm in order to increase the efficiency of their relationship. Thus, a limited-liability constraint arises, which implies that each worker has to be given a minimum consumption level \( L \geq 0 \) every period, regardless of performance. Workers’ outside option is normalized to zero.

**Contracts.** As in Baker (1992), I assume that output is non-contractible and, therefore, cannot be used to provide a worker with incentives. There is, however, a contractible performance measure that depends on the job design and takes the form

\[
P(t_i, x_i, \mu) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \mu_j t_j,
\]

where \( \mu_j \) is task \( j \)'s marginal performance sensitivity of time.

The performance sensitivity shocks \( \mu_j \)'s are independently distributed across tasks. Mainly, \( \mu_j \) is distributed with mean \( \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \), variance \( \sigma^2_{\mu_j} \) and positive support. \( \sigma^2_{\mu_j} \) is a measure of the amount of valuable information that the worker in charge of task \( j \) may have about the performance measure. From here onwards, I call \( \mu_j \) the marginal sensitivity of time in task \( j \), \( \sigma^2_{\mu_j} \) the performance uncertainty in task \( j \), and

---

\(^9\)The quadratic assumption is meant to simplify the algebra, what is needed for the results to hold is the strict convexity of the time costs function.
define $\mu \equiv (\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_n)$ as the sensitivity of time.

The firm can also rely on another contractible measure that captures a worker’s total working time, but not how he allocates his time across tasks.\(^{10}\) The time performance measure is given by

$$ T(t_i, x_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j. $$

I believe that this performance measure will most adequately represent reality, because most workers are not likely to inform their supervisors of the exact time they spend in different tasks, but they do report the total time they have worked during the day (e.g., time sheets).

Since compensation is based only on variables that depend only on the tasks assigned to a worker, there is no incentives-on-teams problem. Clearly, there are some types of tasks that are inappropriate for teams, such as those that require sophisticated use of highly specialized individual knowledge or expertise, or creative composition that requires surfacing, organizing, and combining into an original whole ideas or images that initially are only partially formulated. Such work is inherently more suitable for individual than for collective performance and thus one can think in these types of tasks here. In particular, because of the tasks here require specific knowledge.

In Appendix D, I will analyze the case in which there are task-specific time measures, and then the case in which there are task-specific performance measures.

The firm uses the performance measure ($P$) as well as the aggregated time measure ($T$) in a linear incentive contract of the form

$$ w_i = \alpha_i + \beta_i P(t_i, x_i, \mu) + \gamma_i T(t_i, x_i). $$

A contract $C_i$ therefore consists of a fixed wage $\alpha_i \in \mathbb{R}^+$, a pay-for-performance sensitivity $\beta_i \in \mathbb{R}^+$ and a time-wage $\gamma_i \in \mathbb{R}^+$. The use of linear incentive contracts greatly simplifies the analysis, facilitates the interpretation of the results, allows simple comparative statics with respect to the main parameters and facilitates the comparison with competing theories.\(^{11}\)

Observe that the performance and time measure are such that the marginal impact of the time allocated by any given worker to any given task is independent of the time allocated by the same or other worker to a different task. Note also that the performance and time measure are job dependant, while output is not. This is done to avoid the incentives-in-teams problem and to focus only individual incentives.

Furthermore, as in Baker (1992) and Baker et al. (1994), I assume that $E(\mu_j) = E(\omega_j) \forall j$. This implies that the marginal performance sensitivity of time in task $j$ is an unbiased estimator of the marginal product

\(^{10}\)Baker (1992) also allows the firm to contract on effort, but he focuses on the one task case and thus the non-contractibility of effort allocation across tasks is not an issue in his paper.

\(^{11}\)The linear contract is optimal if $T$ is not available and $P$ is interpreted as the probability of success, and the agent is paid a positive bonus when success takes place and nothing otherwise.
of time in task \( j \). This is required because the piece rate is paid for something other than what the principal cares about. Thus, to interpret the magnitude of \( \beta \), it is useful to scale \( P \) so that the piece rate can be compared to one. Such scaling involves multiplying the performance measure by the average dollar value of an incremental unit of this performance measure. In this way, the average value of an additional unit of the scaled performance measure is 1.

It will prove useful in the forthcoming analysis to define the following known statistics: the average of the expected performance sensitivities in job \( x_i \) as \( \bar{\mu}(x_i) \equiv \sum_j x_{ij} \bar{\mu}_j / \sum_j x_{ij} \), and the variance of the expected performance sensitivities in job \( x_i \) as \( \sigma^2_n(x_i) \equiv \sum_j x_{ij} (\bar{\mu}_j)^2 - (\bar{\mu}(x_i))^2 / \sum_j x_{ij} \).

Let \( \rho_j \) be the correlation between \( \omega_j \) and \( \mu_j \). Then, I will assume the following

\[ A1. \quad \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} / \sigma_{\mu_j} \leq 1, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n. \]

This ensures that regardless of the job design chosen, performance- and time-based pay are non-negative.

**Workers’ Information.** After workers have signed contracts, but before they choose their time allocation, they learn \( \mu_j \) with probability \( p \) and learn nothing with probability \( 1 - p \).\(^{12}\) Thus, \( p \) captures the quality of the information technology available to the firm. The principal knows the distribution of \( \omega_j \) and \( \mu_j \), but not their realizations. Thus, the firm does not know what the worker is going to do when faced with a particular incentive contract; nor would it know whether a worker’s time allocation were optimal if it could observe it. Thus, forcing contracts in this setting are not efficient.

**Timing.** The precise timing is as follows. Stage 1, the firm chooses a job design \( x_i \in X \) and then offers each worker \( i \) a contract \( C_i \). Then, each worker accepts or rejects. At Stage 2, each worker privately learns \( \mu \) with probability \( p \) and learns nothing otherwise. Then each worker chooses his time allocation. After that, the performance measure \( P \), the time measure \( T \) and the output \( Y \) are realized, and compensation takes place according to contracts \( C \).

### 3 Contractible Output

As a benchmark, lets consider the case in which output is contractible and each worker learns the marginal product of time \( \omega \) with probability \( p \). Yet, they cannot communicate that information to the firm.

#### 3.1 Time Allocations

Given an arbitrary contract \( C_i \), worker \( i \) earns an expected utility

\[
\max_{t_i \in \mathbb{R}_+^n} \left\{ \alpha_i + \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \tilde{\omega}_j x_{ij} t_j + \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j^2 \right\},
\]

\(^{12}\) I could also assume that worker \( i \) learns \( \omega_j \) with probability \( p \) and nothing with probability \( 1 - p \) and the results will remain identical.
where \( \tilde{\omega}_j = \omega_j \) when the worker is informed and \( \tilde{\mu}_j = \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \) otherwise.

The first-order conditions are:

\[
t_j \colon x_{ij}(\beta_i \tilde{\omega}_j + \gamma_i - t_j) \leq 0, \quad x_{ij}t_j(\beta_i \tilde{\omega}_j + \gamma_i - t_j) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad x_{ij}t_j \geq 0.
\]

It is easy to check that the objective function is strictly concave in \( t_i \) and thus the first-order conditions are necessary and sufficient. Thus, a standard analysis of the first-order conditions result in that worker \( i \)'s time allocation in task \( j \) is given by:

\[
t_j^*(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij}(\beta_i \tilde{\omega}_j + \gamma_i).
\]

Thus, when output is contractible the time allocation requires worker \( i \) to assign more time to tasks with greater realized and average marginal product of time, and the time allocated to any given task is independent of the marginal product of time and the marginal cost of time in other tasks. This is due to the fact that tasks are technologically and informationally independent and workers see them also as independents. Furthermore, the optimal time in each task rises as time- and performance-based pay rises.

### 3.2 Optimal Contracts

Given a job design \( x \in X \), the firm chooses compensation contracts \( C_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, N \) to solve the following problem

\[
\max_{C_i \in \mathbb{R}, t_i \in \mathbb{R}^n_+} \mathbb{E} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^N \left( \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j x_{ij} t_j - \alpha_i - \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j x_{ij} t_j - \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j \right) \right\}
\]

subject to

\[
t_i \in \arg \max_{t_i \in \mathbb{R}^n_+} \left\{ \alpha_i + \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j x_{ij} t_j + \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j^2 \right\}, \quad \forall i,
\]

\[
\mathbb{E} \left\{ \alpha_i + \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j x_{ij} t_j + \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j^2 \right\} \geq 0, \quad \forall i,
\]

\[
\alpha_i \geq L, \beta_i \geq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \gamma_i \geq 0, \quad \forall i,
\]

where the first constraint is worker \( i \)'s incentive compatibility constraint and the second is his participation constraint. For each worker, the incentive-compatibility constraint can be simplified to: \( t_j^*(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij}(\beta_i \tilde{\omega}_j + \gamma_i) \), and the limited-liability constraint implies that the participation constraint is satisfied and thus ignored.

Because the problem is strictly convex, the first-order conditions are necessary and sufficient and as
follows

\[ \beta_i : \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( pE(\omega_j^2) + (1-p)E(\omega_j)^2 \right) \left( 1 - 2\beta_i \right) - 2\gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}E(\omega_j) \leq 0, \]

and

\[ \gamma_i : \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}E(\omega_j) - 2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}(\beta_iE(\omega_j) + \gamma_i) \leq 0. \]

Then, solving the first-order conditions for \( \beta_i \) and \( \gamma_i \) leads to the following result.

**Lemma 1.** Suppose job design \( x \in X \) is chosen. Then: (i) worker \( i \)'s optimal contract entails a fixed wage \( \alpha^*(x_i) = L \), a pay-for-performance sensitivity \( \beta^*(x_i) = \frac{1}{2} \) and a time wage \( \gamma^*(x_i) = 0 \). Worker \( i \)'s expected compensation is

\[ w^*(x_i) \equiv I(x_i)L + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( p\sigma_{\omega_j}^2 + E(\omega_j)^2 \right), \]  

where \( I(x_i) \) is an indicator function equal to 1 when \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \geq 1 \) and equal to zero otherwise. (ii) Profits are

\[ \Pi^*(x, p) \equiv \frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( p\sigma_{\omega_j}^2 + E(\omega_j)^2 \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} I(x_i)L. \]

Observe that total compensation and profits rise with technological uncertainty in each task (i.e., with the variance of \( \omega_j \)). As in Baker (1992), \( \sigma_{\omega_j}^2 \) is a measure of the amount of valuable information that the worker in charge of task \( j \) possesses when informed. When \( \sigma_{\omega_j}^2 \) is low, the marginal product of the worker’s time does not vary much in different states of the world. This means that the worker has little information that the principal does not have that would allow him to choose a more adequate time allocation. Alternatively, when \( \sigma_{\omega_j}^2 \) is high, the worker is able to modify his time allocation significantly in response to his private information and thus producing more valuable outcomes. Because the worker is not always informed and information is valuable, profits also increase with the probability to be informed.

### 3.3 Job Design

The optimal job design entails to maximize profits by allocating the \( n \) tasks across different jobs. The optimal job design solves the following problem

\[ \max_{x \in X} \Pi^*(x, p). \]  

Let \( x^* \) be the job design when output is contractible. Then, the following readily follows from equations (2) and (3).
Proposition 1. The optimal job design when output is contractible entails $x_{ij}^* = 1$, $\forall j = 1, \ldots, n$ and some $i = 1 \ldots, N$ and $x_{i'j}^* = 0$, $\forall i' \neq i, \forall j = 1, \ldots, n$.\(^{13}\)

This says when output is contractible and there are neither technological nor time cost spillovers across tasks, the optimal job design allocates all tasks to one job. The reason is that under limited liability and no risk, the profit-maximizing time allocation can be implemented at no extra cost and wage costs are minimized since the full multi-tasking job saves the fixed cost per worker arising from the limited liability $L$. Hence, if the firm has strict preferences for a job design different from the full multi-tasking job when output is non-contractible, then the result must be due to incentive considerations only.

4 Non-contractible Output

In this section, I derive the optimal contract as well as job design when neither output nor the time allocation can be contracted on.

4.1 The Optimal Time Allocation

Given a contract $C_i$ and a job $x_i$, worker $i$ chooses the time allocation that solves the following problem

$$\max_{t_i \in \mathbb{R}^n_+} U(C_i, t_i, x_i),$$

where

$$U(C_i, t_i, x_i) \equiv \alpha_i + \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \tilde{\mu}_j x_{ij} t_j + \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j^2,$$

$\tilde{\mu}_j = \mu_j$ when worker $i$ is informed and $\tilde{\mu}_j = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)$ otherwise.

The first-order conditions are:

$$t_j : x_j (\beta_i \tilde{\mu}_j + \gamma_i - t_j) \leq 0, \ x_{ij} t_j (\beta_i \tilde{\mu}_j + \gamma_i - t_j) = 0 \text{ and } x_{ij} t_j \geq 0.$$

It is easy to check that the objective function is strictly concave in $t_i$ and thus the first-order conditions are necessary and sufficient. Thus, a standard analysis of the first-order conditions result in that worker $i$’s time allocation in task $j$ is given by:

$$t_j(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij} (\beta_i \tilde{\mu}_j + \gamma_i).$$

Worker $i$ allocates more time to tasks with greater realized and average task sensitivity (i.e., tasks where $\tilde{\mu}_j$ is high), and the amount of time allocated to any given task rises with both time- and performance-based

\(^{13}\)I am assuming that when the firm is indifferent between splitting tasks among different jobs and bundling all of them together in one job, the firm chooses the latter. This occurs only when $L = 0$.\}
As performance-based pay rises, workers become more responsive to their private information, while as
time-based pay increases, workers become less responsive to it. This suggests that when the performance
measure $P$ is highly correlated with true output, increasing performance-based pay induces workers to
allocate, on average, more time to the critical tasks (i.e., tasks with greater realized marginal product of
time).

### 4.2 Optimal Contracts

Given a job design $x \in X$, the firm chooses compensation contracts $C_i$ for $i = 1, \ldots, N$ to solve the
following problem

$$
\max_{C_i, t_i \in \mathbb{R}_+} E \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \omega_j x_{ij} t_j - \alpha_i - \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \mu_j x_{ij} t_j - \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j^2 \right\}
$$

subject to

$$
t_i \in \arg \max_{t_i \in \mathbb{R}_+} \left\{ \alpha_i + \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \mu_j x_{ij} t_j + \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j^2 \right\}, \quad \forall i,
$$

$$
E\left\{ \alpha_i + \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \mu_j x_{ij} t_j + \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j^2 \right\} \geq 0, \quad \forall i,
$$

$$
\alpha_i \geq L, \beta_i \geq 0 \text{ and } \gamma_i \geq 0, \quad \forall i,
$$

where the first constraint is worker $i$’s incentive compatibility constraint and the second is his participa-
tion constraint. For each worker, the incentive-compatibility constraint can be simplified to: $t_j(C_i, x) =
x_{ij}(\beta_i \mu_j + \gamma_i)$ and the limited-liability constraint ensures that the participation constraint is satisfied and
therefore ignored.

Because, the problem is strictly convex, the first-order conditions are necessary and sufficient and as
follows

$$
\beta_i : \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( pE(\omega_j \mu_j) + (1 - p)E(\omega_j \mu_j) \right) - 2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( \beta_i \left( pE(\mu_j^2) + (1 - p)E(\mu_j^2) \right) + \gamma_i E(\mu_j) \right) \leq 0,
$$

and

$$
\gamma_i : \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} E(\omega_j) - 2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (\beta_i E(\mu_j) + \gamma_i) \leq 0.
$$

Then, using the fact that $E(\mu_j) = E(\omega_j)$ and solving the first-order conditions for $\beta_i$ and $\gamma_i$, the follow-
Lemma 2. Suppose job design $x \in X$ is chosen. Then: (i) Worker $i$'s optimal contract entails a fixed wage $\alpha(x_i) = L$, a pay-for-performance sensitivity

$$\beta(x_i) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( p \sigma_{\mu_j} \omega_j + \sigma^2_{\mu_j}(x_i) \right) \quad \text{(4)}$$

and a time wage

$$\gamma(x_i) = \frac{1}{2} (1 - 2 \beta(x_i)) \mathbb{E} \mu(x_i). \quad \text{(5)}$$

Worker $i$'s expected compensation is

$$w(x_i) \equiv I(x_i) L + \frac{1}{4} \left( \mathbb{E} \mu(x_i) \right)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( p \sigma^2_{\mu_j} + \sigma^2_{\mu_j}(x_i) \right) \quad \text{(6)}$$

(ii) Worker $i$’s total expected time is

$$\mathbb{E} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} t_j(C_i, x_i) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \mathbb{E} \mu_j. \quad \text{(7)}$$

(iii) Profits are

$$\Pi(x, p) \equiv \frac{1}{4} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \mathbb{E} \mu(x_i) \right)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta(x_i) \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( p \sigma^2_{\mu_j} + \sigma^2_{\mu_j}(x_i) \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} I(x_i) L. \quad \text{(7)}$$

When a worker is assigned to a single-task job, the optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity is $\beta(x_i) = \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} / 2 \sigma_{\mu_j}$, which is identical to that derived by Baker (1992) when the firm can contract on time at no cost. As in Baker (1992), the firm wants the worker to use his private information, but not as much as it would be optimal when the worker can be compensated according to true output ($\beta^*(x_i) = 1/2$). The reason is that there could be states in which the marginal product of time is very different from the marginal performance sensitivity of time in the corresponding task and therefore the worker will allocate too much or too little time to the task relative to the efficient amount. Because the worker’s dis-utility of time is strictly convex, choosing the wrong amount of time is costly for the firm. In response to this cost, the firm lowers the power of performance pay and rises that of time-based pay. The former reduces workers’ incentives to use their information and to allocate time to tasks, and the latter provides workers with incentives to allocate time to tasks.

When a job entails more than one task, performance-based pay performs two functions: (i) as in the one task case, it provides workers with incentives to use their private information with respect to $\mu$; and (ii) it induces workers to take into account the fact that there is ex-ante heterogeneity on the expected marginal product of time across tasks. In a single-task job, performance-based pay does not perform the second
function since this is done by mean of properly adjusting time-based pay. This explains the term $\sigma^2 \mu(x_i)$ in the optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity.\footnote{The optimal contract derived in Baker (1992) under the assumption that time is contractible corresponds to a special case of the more general model proposed here: either corresponds to the single-task job case or to the case in which there are $n$ identical tasks.} Thus, the role of time-based pay is to ensure that workers allocate positive time to tasks and that of performance-based pay is to customize workers’ time allocation to the ex-ante and ex-post heterogeneity in the marginal product of time.

Because on average tasks with higher ex-post performance sensitivity are not necessarily tasks with higher ex-post productivity, workers use their private information to allocate their time in order to increase their payoffs from performance-based pay without increasing total output as much. This induces the firm to provide incentives using both performance- and time-based pay: time-based pay avoids highly unequal (across tasks) time allocations, but fails to induce workers to take into account task heterogeneity, while performance-based pay induces workers to consider ex- and ex-post task heterogeneity, but it results, on average, on costlier time allocations due to cost convexity.

Finally, observe that bundling more tasks into a job not only affect the time allocation across tasks, but also the total time. In particular, bundling more tasks into a job not only results in a change in the allocation of time to tasks, but also in an increase in the total expected time that a worker devotes to his job. However, the total expected time that worker $i$ spends on a job with $K \geq 2$ tasks is the same as the total expected time that $K$ identical workers spend on $K$ single-task jobs each entailing one of the $K$ tasks bundled into worker $i$’s job. Thus, the choice of a given job design will be determined by how the number of tasks bundled into a job changes the optimal time allocation across tasks rather than how that affects the total time allocated to same tasks.

### 4.3 The Second-Best Job Design

The firm chooses job design $x \in X$ that maximizes profits given in equation (7). The first term in this equation can be written as the return to the workers’ time when they ignore their private information (i.e., $\frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} E(\omega_j)^2$) minus the extra compensation that must be given to the worker, due to cost convexity, in order to induce them to customize their time allocation to the ex-ante task heterogeneity (i.e., $\frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma^2 \mu(x_i)$). The second term is the return from inducing workers to use their private information. Observe that if $\mu$ and $\omega$ are perfectly correlated, the optimal performance pay sensitivity is equal to $1/2$ and thus profits are identical to that when output is contractible. Thus, key to understand the benefits from bundling heterogeneous tasks into a job is to understand the behavior of $\beta(x_i)$ with respect to the number of tasks.

In order to do so, it is useful to re-write the optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity as a linear combination of the the performance-pay sensitivity in each single-task job entailing one of the task in the multi-task...
job and the optimal pay-for-performance when output is contractible; that is,

\[ \beta(x_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \psi_j(x_i) \beta(x_{ij}) + \psi_{n+1}(x_i) \beta^*(x_i), \]

where \( \beta(x_{ij}) \equiv \frac{1}{\sigma_j \sigma_{\omega_j}} \) is the performance-pay sensitivity in the single-task job entailing task \( j \), \( \psi_j(x_i) \equiv \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_j^2(x_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (\sigma_j^2 + \sigma_{\omega_j}^2(x_i))} \in [0,1] \) and \( \psi_{n+1}(x_i) \equiv \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\mu}(x_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (\sigma_j^2 + \sigma_{\mu}^2(x_i))} \in [0,1]. \)

Holding \( \sigma_{\mu}^2(x_i) \) constant, \( \beta(x_i) \) decreases when a task with lower-than-average \( \beta(x_{ij}) \) is bundled into the job and rises when a task with higher-than-average \( \beta(x_{ij}) \) is bundled into the job. This implies that as tasks with lower-than-average performance-pay sensitivity are bundled into the job, workers’ time allocation, on average, is more evenly distributed across tasks. On the one hand, this implies lower profits from worker \( i \) since there are more states in which worker \( i \)’s time allocation differs from the time allocation that maximizes firm value. On the other hand, due to cost convexity, total expected time costs per-task are lower.

When tasks differ not only on their performance uncertainty, but also in terms of their expected performance sensitivity there is a reinforcing effect at play. The firm wants to induce workers to take into account not only their private information, but also the difference in expected marginal product of time across tasks. In a multi-tasking job, this cannot be done by adjusting time-based pay, since this treats all tasks alike, and thus it has to be done by increasing performance-based pay. Because of a convex time cost function, this will be costly and thus will result in a higher expected compensation. However, from the firm’s point of view what matters is how big is the limited-liability rent that must be given to a worker in a multi-task job entailing \( K \geq 2 \) tasks relative to the sum of the limited-liability rents that must be given to \( K \) different workers assigned to the same \( K \) tasks. Observe that

**Lemma 3.** For any \( L \geq 0 \), the limited-liability rent of allocating any \( K \) tasks to worker \( i \) is lower than the sum of the limited-liability rents of allocating the \( K \) tasks to \( K \) workers.

Thus, similarly to Laux (2001), a multi-task job with \( K \) tasks results in a lower limited-liability rent that having \( K \) different specialized jobs each one entailing one of the \( K \) tasks. In this sense incentives problems are a natural source of economies of scope in terms of wage costs. The reason is different from that in Laux. Here this is due to the fact that costs are convex and tasks are heterogeneous, while in Laux, this is due to the fact that the optimal contract makes workers to behave as if tasks were complements. However, in contrast to Laux (2001), different task allocations result in different levels of output. In particular, one can show the following.

---

15Note that \( \beta(x_{ij}) \) is the coefficient that arises from regressing \( \mu_j \) with \( \omega_j \) with an intercept. The reason for the existence of the intercept is that the firm can "mean adjust" the regression line since when the mean is the same in each task, contracting on total effort is as if the firm knows the expected value of \( P \) for a given time allocation.

16The optimal contract pays a bonus only when the \( n \) tasks are successful and nothing otherwise.

17In Laux (2001), the output does not change since effort is a 0-1 decision and he focuses on the case in which the firm chooses to implement an effort equal to 1 in each task regardless of the task allocation chosen.
Lemma 4. The output of a multi-task job with \( K \) tasks is lower than the sum of the outputs of \( K \) different jobs each comprising one of the \( K \) tasks.

It readily follows from lemmas 3 and 4 that when choosing how many tasks to bundle into each job, the firm trades-off a lower limited-liability rent against a lower output. When the latter dominates the former, full specialization is preferred to multi-tasking jobs. This is shown in the proposition.

Proposition 2. Suppose workers are compensated on total time and on an aggregated performance measure. Then (i) there exists a limited liability threshold, denoted by \( \hat{L} > 0 \), such that the second-best optimal job design entails only full specialized jobs for all \( L \leq \hat{L} \) and it entails at least one multi-tasking job otherwise; and (ii) the second-best total surplus is lower than the first-best total surplus as long as \( \rho_j < 1 \) for some \( j = 1, \ldots, n \).

In order to maximize profits the firm has to design jobs so that workers’ time allocation becomes, on average, as close as possible to their time allocation when output is contractible. This can be done either by bundling many tasks into a job and lowering the limited-liability rent and output or by splitting tasks in different jobs and achieving exactly the opposite. This result shows that narrowing down the scope of the job is the most profitable way when the limited liability is sufficiently small. The reason is that this allows the firm to better exploit workers’ private information without incurring in much higher compensation costs. More specifically, the firm makes workers more responsive to their private information in those tasks in which the performance measure is highly correlated to the worker’s contribution to firm value and less responsive to that in tasks with low correlation. When the limited liability \( L \) is large, the gain due to the fact that specialization improves the time allocation across tasks cannot compensate for the higher compensation costs that result from splitting a job between several workers. Thus, job design entails multi-tasking when \( L \) is large. However, there would be less multi-tasking than it is optimal when output is contractible. Thus, regardless of the size of \( L \), incentives are a natural source of dis-economies of scope in firms. In fact, when \( L = 0 \), the firm chooses a job design entailing \( n \) single-task jobs.

There are several remarks worth doing here.

First, this result highlights the benefits of specialization without resorting to task substitutability (complementarity), risk-aversion, conflicting tasks or career concerns, which are the frictions that have led other researches to get rationales for specialization in multi-tasking frameworks. Specialization is mainly the outcome of three things: task heterogeneity, non-contractibility of output and cost convexity.

Second, I conjecture that if there are less workers than tasks \( N < n \), then the optimal job design would entail to group tasks according to their similarity with respect to the \( \beta(x_i) \)'s and expected marginal performance sensitivity. Due to cost convexity, this will minimize time costs in each job. In fact, it is simple to show that if there are two types of tasks and two workers, the optimal is to allocate all tasks of one kind to one worker and all the rest to the other. Furthermore, when \( L \) is sufficiently large, the optimal job design is a combinatorial problem that it is hard to solve in a closed form solution. I conjecture that the optimal job
design is to bundle the tasks that have the \( \beta(x_i) \)s closer to each other, since this will minimize the variance of the time allocation, while the marginal cost of saving one worker remains constant. This can be easily proven for the case in which tasks are identical in every dimension, but the correlation coefficient.

Third, it is easy to show that when contracting on total time is not possible, adding tasks to the job not only changes the time allocation across tasks, but also changes the total time worked. In particular, adding a task with an above-average correlation coefficient rises total effort, while adding a task with a below-average coefficient reduces it. Thus, the consequence of adding more tasks to a job would be more drastic here than in the standard multi-task problem studied by Holmström and Milgrom (1991) since it is not only a matter of effort substitution, but also of a reduction in total effort relative to the case in which the job is split in single-task jobs each embodying one of the task previously bundled into the original job. In addition, the result in the proposition above holds as it is.\(^{18}\)

Fourth, in the appendix I show that this result is robust to the use of either task-specific performance measures or task-specific time measures. In fact, as long as either the time or the performance measure is aggregated at the job level, the firm is always better-off choosing more specialization than it is optimal when output is contractible.

5 Intrinsic Motivation: Moral Standards

The idea that monetary rewards induce workers to work more and harder is uncontroversial among economists, and economic theory has been able to provide powerful theoretical tools that help us to predict, in a manner consistent with reality, how people respond to monetary rewards. However, we have neglected some other important aspects of human behavior and human interaction and this impairs our ability to understand how firms change when these human dimensions are considered. It is unquestionable that workers act in the interests of their employers for a myriad of reasons, some different from monetary incentives, such as the fact that workers care about what they do. The economics literature has focused largely on the efficiency gains that arise from workers sharing the preferences of their employers.\(^ {19}\) Here I consider one type of behavioral preferences that capture they idea that workers care about what they do, which is the existence of moral standards about doing good work and study how firms modify optimal contracts and job design when workers are concerned with them.

Smith argues in the Theory of Moral Sentiments that common moral standards arise on the basis of a market-like process (see, Ottenson (2002)) in a similar way that self-interest gives rise to trade of services and goods in the Wealth of Nations. He holds that individuals are motivated by the desire for mutual sympathy and it is desire that induce people to adopt general rules and to develop a conscience of what is right and what is wrong. Furthermore, he believes that this process is somewhat rational in the following sense:

\(^{18}\)To prove this one needs to substitute the term \( \sigma_{\mu}(x_i) \) for \( E(\omega_j)^2 \) and repeat step-by-step the proofs of the lemmas above.

\(^{19}\)See, for instance, Murdock (2002), Besley and Ghatak (2005), Prendergast (2007), Casadesus-Masanell (2004) and Delfgaauw and Dur (2008)).
people, in order to facilitate their ability to predict what their own behavior should be (that is, what would enjoy mutual sympathy with others), learn to adopt an objective standpoint from which to judge their own behavior. Smith calls that standpoint the *impartial spectator*, and he thinks that people take the impartial spectator’s judgements as the standard of morality. He asserts that it is the desire for mutual sympathy, together with the daily interactions people have with one another, what motivate people to find out and adopt common rules of behavior and judgement. It is then the desire for mutual sympathy among people belonging to an organization that I assume here it takes place and therefore gives rise to moral standards about what is good work.

In order to model moral standards in a parsimonious way, I assume that each worker is endowed with a behavioral preference function of the following form:

\[
M(t_i, x_i) = m \left( S - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}(\omega_j - t_j)^2 \right),
\]

where \( S \) is the level of satisfaction achieved when complete mutual sympathy is achieved and \( m \geq 0 \) is a parameter capturing the degree to which worker \( i \) cares about not achieving mutual sympathy and this is determined by an un-modeled human interaction process between the principal and workers. Thus, when \( m = 0 \), the principal-worker relationship is not guided by the desire of mutual sympathy and thus it is identical to the one studied in the previous section, and as \( m \to \infty \), mutual sympathy becomes so important so that the worker will prefer to choose actions that ensure full sympathy.\(^{20}\)

Observe that the existence of moral standards results, from workers’ point of view, in an ideal allocation of time across tasks, and workers’ utility falls as they deviate from this ideal time allocation. The extent to which this deviation harms a worker depends on the degree to which he cares about mutual sympathy \( m \). As \( m \) rises, worker \( i \) responds more to variations in \( \omega_j \) and thus it seems natural to parameterize his concern for mutual sympathy by the intensity \( m \) because worker \( i \) tends either to care highly about the standard or to not be very responsive to it. Furthermore, \( m \) is a personal trait that cannot arise from, for instance, peer sanctioning or monitoring since workers’ actions are unobservable. This parameter captures more closely that workers have moral sentiments such as guilt or shame or religious beliefs such as the Protestant work ethic. Furthermore, the extent to which workers engage on behaviors that are deemed morally incorrect (i.e., time allocations different from the ideal one) is determined in part by the degree people are bind by their moral sentiments.

It is also worthwhile to note I could also model the behavioral function with standards that are not perfectly correlated with the true state \( \omega_j \). For instance, I could assume that the standard in each task \( j \) is given by a random variable \( \psi_j \) that workers learn with probability \( p \). The results will be very similar to the

\(^{20}\)I could have model standards as a feature of each job rather than each task; that is, the standard is concerned with the total time worked. However, this will link the marginal return to one task to the marginal return to other tasks. This relationship would be similar in spirit to assume spillovers across tasks, which is undesirable since the result would not be driven only by incentive considerations.
ones derived below as long as the correlation between $\omega_j$ and $\psi_j$ is positive, yet the mathematical expressions will be much more cumbersome and the main intuition for the results will be less straightforward. Thus, for the sake of brevity and clarity, I have chosen to study the perfect correlation case (i.e., $\psi_j = \omega_j$).

### 5.1 Time Allocation

Given a contract $C_i$ and a job $x_i$, worker $i$ chooses the time allocation that solves the following problem

$$\max_{t_i \in \mathbb{R}^n_+} U(w_i, t_i, m, x_i),$$

where

$$U(w_i, t_i, m, x_i) \equiv \alpha_i + \beta_i P(t_i, x_i, \bar{\mu}) + \gamma_i T(t_i, x_i) + M(t_i, x_i) - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j^2.$$

It is simple to show that worker $i$ chooses a time allocation consistent with

$$t_j(x_i, m) = \frac{x_{ij}}{1 + m} \left( \beta_i \bar{\mu}_j + \gamma_i + m \bar{\omega}_j \right).$$

A worker’s benefit from increasing the time allocated to a task results from an increase in extrinsic rewards and, for $t_j(x_i, m) < \tilde{\omega}_j$, from a decrease in the utility loss because his time gets closer to the ideal. Hence, a worker is motivated by both, extrinsic rewards ($\beta_i \bar{\mu}_j + \gamma_i$) and intrinsic rewards ($m \bar{\omega}_j$).

For a given contract, the effect of increases in $m$ on the time allocated to task $j$ depends on the monetary incentives. When monetary incentives are strong relative to non-monetary incentives (i.e., $t_j(x_i, m) > \tilde{\omega}_j$), more morally inclined workers allocate less time to task $j$ to avoid the utility loss from not meeting the standard, while the opposite happens when extrinsic incentives are such that $t_j(x_i, m) < \tilde{\omega}_j$. Thus, an increase in the degree to which a worker is concerned with moral standards creates a trade-off between extrinsic and intrinsic incentives. The consequences are not only that the total time worked changes, but also the allocation of time across tasks changes.

Observe that worker $i$’s participation constraint is given by:

$$U(w_i, t_i, m, x_i) \geq 0.$$

This suggests that having moral sentiments for not satisfying the standard, it is something that morally-driven workers might not like and therefore must be compensated for. In fact, the worker’s participation constraint could be binding when $S$ is sufficiently small. To avoid this then I will assume that $S \geq \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n \left( (1 + m(1 - p)) \sigma_{\tilde{\mu}_j}^2 + \mathbb{E}(\omega_j^2) \right)$. This ensures that workers’ participation constraint is never binding, since $S$ is greater than the maximum utility loss from choosing at time allocation different from the ideal one.

---

21The results for this case are available upon request.
5.2 The Optimal Contracts

The firm then chooses contracts so as to maximize

$$\max_{\{C_i\}_{i=1}^N} \mathbb{E} \sum_{i=1}^N \left( \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j t_j(x_i, m) - \alpha_i - \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \mu_j t_j(x_i, m) - \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n t_j(x_i, m) \right).$$

Then, simple calculations lead to the following first-order conditions,

$$\beta_i : \frac{1}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( p \mathbb{E}(\omega_j \mu_j) + (1-p) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \right) - \frac{m}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( p \mathbb{E}(\omega_j \mu_j) + (1-p) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \right) - \frac{2}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( \beta_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j^2) + (1-p) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)^2 \right) + \gamma_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \leq 0, \tag{8}$$

and

$$\gamma_i : \frac{1}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) - \frac{m}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) - \frac{2}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( \beta_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) + \gamma_i \right) \leq 0. \tag{9}$$

The following result follows from limited liability, the first-order conditions in equations (8) and (9) and the fact that $\mathbb{E}(\omega_j) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)$.

**Proposition 3.** (i) if $m \geq 1$, then $\alpha(x_i, m) = L, \gamma(x_i, m) = 0$ and $\beta(x_i, m) = 0$; and (ii) if $m < 1$, then $\alpha(x_i, m) = L, \beta(x_i, m) = (1-m) \beta(x_i)$ and $\gamma(x_i, m) = (1-m) \gamma(x_i)$.

When the degree to which a worker is concerned with moral standards is low (i.e., $m < 1$), performance- and time-based pay are positive, while when that is high ($m \geq 1$), time- and performance-based are set to zero. A worker extremely concerned with the standards allocates ex-post, from the firm’s perspective, more time to tasks than it is optimal (i.e., $t_j > (1/2) \bar{\omega}_j$). The firm would like to counterweigh the worker’s incentive to overexert himself by offering negative extrinsic incentives, but limited liability precludes that. In contrast, when $m$ is low, the firm still needs to provide the worker with extrinsic incentives in order to allocate more time to tasks and to do so in a way that considers the ex-ante and ex-post heterogeneity of the marginal product of time.

5.3 The Second-Best Job Design

Worker $i$’s total expected time is given by

$$\mathbb{E} \left( \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} t_j(x_i, m) \right) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{2m}{1+m} \beta(x_i, m) \right) \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j), & \text{if } m < 1 \\ \frac{m}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j), & \text{if } m \geq 1. \end{cases}$$
As in the previous case bundling more tasks into a job not only affects the time allocation across tasks, but also total time. In fact, a worker who is intrinsically motivated is induced to increase his total expected time compared to previous case in which intrinsic rewards play no role. Thus, it is no longer the case that the total time that worker $i$ spends on a job with $K \geq 2$ tasks is the same as the total time that $K$ identical workers spend on $K$ single-task jobs each comprising one of the $K$ task bundled into worker $i$’s job. The reason is that $\beta(x_i, m)$ varies in a non-linear way with the number of tasks.

Substituting the optimal contract into the objective function one gets that profits are

$$
\Pi(x_i, m) \equiv \begin{cases} 
\frac{(1-m)^2}{1+m} \Pi(x_i) + \frac{m}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left(p \sigma^2 \omega_j + E(\omega_j)^2\right) & \text{if } m < 1, \\
\frac{m}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left(p \sigma^2 \omega_j + E(\omega_j)^2\right) & \text{if } m \geq 1.
\end{cases}
$$

It readily follows from the envelope theorem that

$$
\frac{\partial \Pi(x_i, m)}{\partial m} = \frac{1}{(1 + m)^2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left(p \sigma^2 \omega_j + E(\omega_j)^2\right) - (1 - m)(3 + m) \Pi(x_i) \right) \text{ if } m < 1,
$$

$$
\frac{\partial \Pi(x_i, m)}{\partial m} = \frac{m}{1+m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left(p \sigma^2 \omega_j + E(\omega_j)^2\right) \text{ if } m \geq 1.
$$

It follows from this that the effect of an increase in $m$ on firm’s profits depends mainly on the impact of that on time worked. The first-term arises because an increase in $m$, holding constant extrinsic incentives, induces workers to allocate more time to tasks since they place more value on the standards. This term is positive since it is the sum across tasks of the expected marginal return to time. The second term, which corresponds to firm’s profits, captures the fact that an increase in $m$, holding constant the return to time from being concerned with the standards, results in a decrease in total time because of the worker’s utility loss from choosing a time allocation different from the ideal time allocation. However, since $\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left(p \sigma^2 \omega_j + E(\omega_j)^2\right) > 2 \Pi(x_i)$, it is very easy to check the following.

**Proposition 4.** Profits rise with $m$.

This shows that firms will benefit from developing a culture inside the firm to adhere to moral standards about doing good work. This suggests that firms will have incentives to spend time and money creating a corporate culture about doing work. By culture I mean shared assumptions and values that are the result of ongoing process of creating a common view of what good works means and that it is the result of frequent interactions between the management team and workers. Van den Steen (2010b) and Van den Steen (2010a) provides nice theoretical foundations for the emergence of corporate culture. He shows that culture is the result of two forces, shared belief that come from (often unintentionally) screening, self-sorting, and manager-directed joint learning and shared experience. This ideas provides a nice microfoundation for the parameter $m$ here. For evidence in favor of a positive relationship between $m$ and profits or other outcome measures correlated to profits see Podsakoff et al. (2009) and the discussion in section 7.

This leads to the following result
Proposition 5. The threshold \( L(m) \) decreases with \( m \) for all \( m < 1 \) and \( L(m) \) is independent of \( m \) for all \( m \geq 1 \).

This proposition shows that having workers concerned with moral standards about doing work favors job designs that entail multi-tasking jobs. In fact, when workers’ concern with mutual sympathy is very strong (\( m \geq 1 \)), the firm prefers a full multi-tasking to any other job design. The reason is that the firm sets extrinsic rewards equal to zero and thus all workers choose the same time allocation regardless of the job design. Since hiring more workers is costlier, the firm prefers to bundle all tasks into one job. While when workers’ concern is lower than 1, multi-tasking becomes more attractive as \( m \) rises. The reason is that in a multi-task job an increase in \( m \) induces workers, on average, to increase the time allocated to tasks with greater expected product of time and to decrease the time allocated to tasks with lower expected product of time. This reallocation of time due to an increase in \( m \), which does not take place in a single-task job, decrease the time allocation distortion or gaming. This implies that if there is a profit gain from an increase in \( m \), it is greater for a multi-task job than a single-task job, while if there is profit loss from this, it is smaller in multi-task job than in a single-task job. Thus, moral standards do exactly what we expect them to do, decrease workers incentives to game the performance measure.

Note that \( m \) plays no role in terms of job design when output is contractible. The reason is that the firm will always choose a full multi-task job and an increase in \( m \) raises the profitability of a multi-task job relative to single-task jobs entailing the same tasks. Thus, the novelty of this paper is to show how intrinsic motivation changes optimal job designs when the firm’s ability to contract is limited. In doing so, it highlights the fact that firms respond to non-contractibility restrictions by not only modifying optimal contracts, but also changing the bundling of tasks into jobs.

This suggests that firms that develop a culture of adherence to standards not only are more profitable, but also different from those that do not develop such culture. The former are more multi-tasking and offer less strong incentives than than the latter (see Helper et al. (2010)). In short, they look more like the so called modern firms.

6 Spillovers Across Tasks

Thus far, I have assumed that tasks are neither complements nor substitutes. This has been done to focus on the case in which a-priori there is no reason for the firm to choose either a fully specialized job design or a multi-task job design and to emphasize that neither spillovers nor learning nor conflicting tasks are needed in order for task-splitting to be optimal.

In this section, I will introduce spillovers across tasks in two different ways. First, by building them into the cost of time function to study the role that effort substitution plays here and how it compares to that in the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s linear agency model and, second by modifying the production technology.
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6.1 The Return to Effort Substitution

Worker $i$’s cost of time function is now given by

$$\frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{1 + \eta((\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1))} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{x_{ij} t_j^2}{2} + \eta x_{ij} t_j \sum_{j' \neq j}^{n} x_{ij'} t_{j'} \right)$$

where $\eta \in (-1, 1)$ and captures the extent to which the time spent in task $j$ affects the marginal cost of the time spent in task $j'$. Scaling the dis-utility by $1/(1 + \eta((\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1)))$ ensures that changes in $\eta$ affect the time allocation across tasks, but not the level of dis-utility for an even allocation of time across tasks. When $\eta > 0$, the greater the time allocated to any given task, the greater the marginal cost of the time allocated to the remaining tasks, while when $\eta \leq 0$, the opposite holds. Furthermore, in order to ensure a positive time allocation for any job design, I will assume that $\hat{\eta}_i \equiv 1 + \eta((\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1)) > 0$.

Simple calculations lead to that the worker $i$’s time allocation in task $j$ is given by

$$t_j(C_i, x_i, \eta) = x_{ij} \left( \beta_i \mu_j + \gamma_i + \frac{\eta}{1 - \eta} \sum_{h=1}^{n} x_{ih} (\mu_j - \mu_h) \right).$$

Notice that when tasks are substitutes (i.e., $\eta > 0$), tasks with a greater-than-average observed performance sensitivity ($\mu_j$) gets relatively more time allocated to them as $\beta_i$ rises, while when they are complements, an increase in $\beta_i$ induces worker $i$ to allocate relatively less time to tasks with greater-than-average performance sensitivity. Thus, substitutability across tasks and performance-based pay are complementary instruments in terms of inducing a worker to focus more on tasks with greater performance sensitivity. Furthermore, as $\eta$ rises, ceteris-paribus, workers allocate relatively more time to tasks with greater-than-average performance sensitivity and relatively less to tasks with lower-than-average performance sensitivity. When tasks are substitutes, ultimately workers do not care much about how they allocate their time and thus they focus more value on tasks with greater performance sensitivity, while when tasks are complements allocating to much time to one task and too little to the rest increases total time costs more than income.

In order to ensure that the firm’s problem is strictly concave, I assume that the parameters are such that the following holds

Assumption 2. $(\hat{\eta}_i - \eta) \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma^2_{\mu_j} \geq \hat{\eta}_i \left( (1 - \eta) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu(x_i) - \sigma^2_{\mu_i} \right) \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}$

Given job design $x \in X$, the firm chooses compensation contracts to solve the following problem

$$\max_{\{C_i\}_{i=1}^{n}} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \omega_j t_j(C_i, x_i, \eta) - \alpha_i - \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} \mu_j t_j(C_i, x_i, \eta) - \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} t_j(C_i, x_i, \eta) \right\}.$$

Because, the focus is on interior time allocations and the problem is strictly convex, the first-order
conditions are necessary and sufficient and as follows

\[ \beta_i : \mathbb{E}\left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (\omega_j - \beta_i \mu_j - \gamma_i) \right\} \leq 0 \]

and

\[ \gamma_i : \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) - 2\beta_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) - 2\gamma_i \right) \leq 0. \]

Solving for \( \beta_i \) and \( \gamma_i \) from the first-order conditions, making use of the fact that random variables are independent across tasks (i.e., \( \mathbb{E}(\mu_j \mu_h) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \mathbb{E}(\mu_h) \) and \( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j \mu_h) = \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \mathbb{E}(\mu_h) \)), \( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \) and after a few steps of simple, but lengthy algebra, one can show that the optimal contracts entail a performance-based pay equal to

\[ \beta(x_i, \eta) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\hat{\eta}_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \rho_j \sigma_{\mu_j} \sigma_{\omega_j} + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 - \eta \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2)}{\hat{\eta}_i \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \sigma_{\omega_j}^2) - \eta \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2} \] (11)

and a time-based wage equal to

\[ \gamma(x_i, \eta) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - 2\beta(x_i, \eta) \mathbb{E}(\mu_i) \right). \] (12)

The intuition for this result is the same as the previous one: the power of \( \beta(x_i, \eta) \) and \( \gamma(x_i, \eta) \) jointly determine worker \( i \)'s time allocation, whereas the relative weights on \( \beta(x_i, \eta) \) and \( \gamma(x_i, \eta) \) balance the dual goal of getting the worker to use his information and to work harder at the lowest cost possible. Thus, the main trade-offs in terms of incentives remain unchanged when the time allocated to any given task impacts the marginal cost of the time allocated to any other task. Nonetheless the impact of effort substitution on job design is not straightforward. In order to understand the role of \( \eta \), it is necessary first to study the behavior of the optimal contract with respect to the degree to which tasks are substitutes (\( \eta \)).

In order to do so, it is instructive to compare \( \beta(x_i, \eta) \) with \( \beta(x_i) \). It is easy to show after a few steps of simple algebra that \( \beta(x_i, \eta) > \beta(x_i) \) if and only if \( \eta > 0 \) and \( \beta(x_i, \eta) \leq \beta(x_i) \) otherwise. Thus, when task complementarity weakens performance-based incentives and strengthens time-based incentives, while task substitutability strengthens the first and weakens the second.

When tasks are substitutes (i.e., \( \eta > 0 \)), a worker focuses relatively more on tasks with greater-than-average performance sensitivity and relatively less on tasks with lower-than-average performance sensitivity, while the opposite happens when tasks are complements. The fact that substitution across tasks induces workers to pay more attention to tasks with greater marginal performance sensitivity, increases the firm’s marginal return to use performance-based pay (i.e., higher \( \beta_i \)) since this reinforces the worker’s focus on the more productive tasks and decreases the marginal return to use time-based pay.
Partially differentiating $\beta(x_i, \eta)$ with respect to $\eta$, it is easy to show that performance-based incentives increase while time-based incentives decrease as $\eta$ increases, and that $\beta(x_i, \eta)$ is bounded above. This prediction is different from that arising from the effort-substitution model proposed by Holmström and Milgrom (1991). In their model when tasks are substitutes in the agent’s utility, the interaction makes it necessary for the principal to reduce the power of performance pay on all outcomes, because sharpening the incentives on any one of them causes the agent to divert his time away from the others. Conversely, when tasks are complements, stronger incentives in one task cause the agent to increase the time in each task, so more powerful incentives on each tasks become optimal for the principal. This provides the basis for the prediction that the optimal job design should entail the bundling of mutually complementarity and similar (in terms of the quality of the performance measure) tasks from a worker’s point of view. The difference stands for the fact that in the linear agency model at the time workers choose their time allocation, they have no extra information and they focus more on the tasks that ex-ante have a higher pay-for-performance sensitivity. In contrast, here workers time allocation depends not only on the ex-ante performance sensitivity, but also on the ex-post performance sensitivity. Since the firm does not have this information when choosing the optimal contract, the contract must be designed to take into account workers’ incentives to disregard productive tasks and consider unproductive ones ex-post. When tasks are substitutes, ex-post the worker will focus more on tasks with greater marginal performance sensitivity regardless of the ex-ante performance sensitivity, and to the extent this is correlated with the marginal product of time, it is profitable to increase the power of performance pay.

In order to discuss the implications that the existence of spillovers across tasks have for job design, it is worthwhile to notice that the expected total surplus is

$$
\Pi(x, p, \eta) \equiv \frac{1}{4} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \mathbb{E} \mu(x_i) \right)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} + \\
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta(x_i, \eta)^2 \left( \frac{\hat{\eta}_i}{1-\eta} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j}^2 + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i)) - \frac{\eta}{1-\eta} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} p \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j}^2 \right).
$$

Because $\eta$ has no impact on fully specialized jobs, complementarity will favor multi-tasking jobs when profits rise with the degree of substitution $\eta$. It readily follows from the envelope theorem that

$$
\frac{\partial \Pi(x, p, \eta)}{\partial \eta} = \frac{\beta(x_i, \eta)}{(1-\eta)^2} \left( \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1 \right) \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j} + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i)) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} p \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j} - \\
\beta(x_i, \eta) \left( \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1 \right) \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j}^2 + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i)) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} p \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j}^2 \right) \right) \geq 0 \ \forall \eta.
$$

To show that this is positive it is sufficient to note that $\sigma_{\mu_j}^2 \geq \sigma_{\omega j \mu_j}$, $\forall j = 1, \ldots, n$ and $\hat{\eta}_i \geq \eta$, $\forall \eta$. This leads to the following result.
**Proposition 6.** Suppose workers are compensated on total time and on an aggregated performance measure and time measure. Then (i) there exists a limited liability threshold, denoted by $L(\eta) \geq 0$, such that the second-best optimal job design entails only full specialized jobs for all $L \leq L(\eta)$ and it entails multi-tasking jobs otherwise; (ii) $L(\eta)$ falls monotonically with $\eta$; and (iii) the second-best total surplus is lower than the first-best total surplus as long as $\rho_j < 1$ for some $j = 1, \ldots, n$.

The predication here is exactly the opposite of that emanating from the linear agency model proposed by Holmström and Milgrom (1991). The intuition is as follows. Complementarities across tasks provide workers with incentives to disregard their private information, to the extent that workers’ information is valuable for the firm, this decreases workers’ contribution to firm value. Thus, the firm’s expected return is lower when tasks are complements. When tasks are substitutes workers cares less about in which tasks they spend more time working and thus they become more responsive to their private information. This increases firm value since workers’ time allocation is guided more by the marginal product of time than their preferences over tasks. In a sense, substitution across tasks transforms the worker’s multi-tasking problem in a sort of single-tasking problem since the worker focuses more on the task with greater observed performance sensitivity.

It is worthwhile to finish this sub-section by noticing that Holmström and Milgrom (1991) see Baker’s model as a special case of their model (see, pag. 31, footnote 11) in the sense that for the one task case studied by Baker, the state-contingent strategy for the agent is equivalent to a vector effort strategy. For the multi-task case this mapping is not feasible. This explains, together with other things, why the prediction here is rather different from that in Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s paper.

### 6.2 Technological Spillovers

Thus far I have looked at a production technology in which there are no spillovers across tasks. In the last sub-section, I consider the case in which spillovers are brought into the model through workers’ cost of time function, while here I assume this effect away and bring that tension by mean of modifying the production function in the simplest way possible.

Let the technology be:

$$Y(t, \omega, \theta) = \frac{1}{1 + \theta(\sum_{j=1}^{n} t_j - 1)} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \omega_j t_j + \theta t_j \sum_{h \neq j}^{n} t_h \right),$$

where $\theta \in (-1, 1)$ and captures the extent to which the time spent in task $j$ affects the marginal product of the time spent in task $j'$. Scaling the production technology by $1/(1 + \theta(\sum_{j=1}^{n} t_j - 1))$ again ensures that changes in $\theta$ affect the time allocation across tasks, but not the level of output for an even allocation of time across them. Furthermore, I assume that $\hat{\theta}_i \equiv 1 + \theta(\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1) > 0$.

Because the performance measure is not affected by $\theta$, worker $i$’s effort is the same as in section 4. Thus,
when faced with contract $C_i$ and allocated to job $x_i$, worker $i$ chooses his time allocation according to:

$$t_j(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij} (\beta_j \mu_j + \gamma_i).$$

In order to ensure that the firm’s problem is strictly concave, I assume that the parameters are such that the following holds

- Assumption 3. \( \left(1 + \frac{\theta}{\beta}\right) \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} (p\sigma^2_{\mu_j} + \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2) \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \geq \left( \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \right)^2. \)

Given job design $x \in X$, the firm chooses compensation contracts to solve the following problem

$$\max_{\{C_i\}_{i=1}^n} \mathbb{E} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^n \left( \frac{1}{\theta_i} \sum_{j=1}^n \left( \omega_j t_j(C_i, x_i) + \theta t_j(C_i, x_i) \right) \right) \right\} - \alpha_i - \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \tilde{\mu}_j t_j(C_i, x_i) - \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n t_j(C_i, x_i).$$

The first-order conditions are as follows

$$\beta_i : \frac{1}{\theta_i} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( p\mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \mu_j + (1 - p)\mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \mu_j \right) + 2 \frac{\theta}{\theta_i} \mathbb{E} \left( \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} (\beta_j \mu_j + \gamma_i) \sum_{h=1}^n x_{ih} \mu_h \right) - 2 \left(1 + \frac{\theta}{\theta_i}\right) \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( \beta_i (p\mathbb{E}(\mu_j^2) + (1 - p)\mathbb{E}(\mu_j)^2) + \gamma_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \right) \leq 0,$$

and

$$\gamma_i : \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) - 2 \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} (\beta_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) + \gamma_i) \leq 0.$$

Solving for $\beta_i$ and $\gamma_i$ from the first-order conditions, making use of the fact that random variables are independent across tasks (i.e., $\mathbb{E}(\mu_j \mu_h) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \mathbb{E}(\mu_h)$ and $\mathbb{E}(\omega_j \mu_h) = \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \mathbb{E}(\mu_h)$), $\mathbb{E}(\omega_j) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)$ and after a few steps of simple, but lengthy algebra, one can show that the optimal performance-based pay is equal to:

$$\beta(x_i, \theta) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( \rho_{ij} \sigma_{\mu_j} \sigma_{\omega_j} + \sigma^2_{\mu_j} (x_i) \right)}{\theta \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \rho_{ij} \sigma^2_{\mu_j} + \theta \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \sigma^2_{\mu_j} (x_i)}$$

and a time-based wage

$$\gamma(x_i, \theta) = \frac{1}{2} (1 - 2\beta(x_i, \theta)) \mathbb{E}(\mu(x_i)).$$

The intuition for this result is the same as for the one in which tasks are independent with regard to the time costs: the power of $\beta(x_i, \theta)$ and $\gamma(x_i, \theta)$ jointly determine worker $i$’s time allocation, whereas the relative weights on $\beta(x_i, \theta)$ and $\gamma(x_i, \theta)$ balance the dual objectives of getting the worker to use his private information and work harder at the possible cost.
The more novel part arises from comparing comparing $\beta(x_i, \theta)$ with $\beta(x_i)$. It is easy to see that $\beta(x_i, \theta) > \beta(x_i)$ if and only if $\theta < 0$ and $\beta(x_i, \theta) \leq \beta(x_i)$ otherwise. Thus, when tasks are substitutes in the production function (i.e., $\theta < 0$), the power of performance-based pay is higher than that when tasks are independent, while when tasks are complements (i.e., $\theta > 0$), the opposite happens. Thus, task substitutability strengthens performance-based incentives and weakens time-based incentives, while task complementarity weakens the first and strengthens the second.

As the degree to which tasks are substitutes falls (i.e., $\theta$ rises), the marginal return to time in task $j$ that comes from the direct marginal product of time $\omega_j$ falls, while the marginal return to time that comes from the impact that time has on the other tasks rises. This implies that the firm’s return, ceteris-paribus, from inducing the worker to focus more on tasks with greater ex-post performance sensitivity is smaller, while the return from choosing a more evenly (across tasks) distributed time allocation rises. In a sense, complementarity makes the firm to value less the worker’s private information. Thus, as $\theta$ rises, it is profitable for the firm to lower performance-based pay and rise time-based pay, since the former induces workers to disregard their private information and the latter induces workers to allocate more time to tasks regardless of the expected marginal product of time ($E(\omega_j)$).

In order to discuss the implications that the existence of spillovers across tasks have for job design, it is worthwhile to notice that the expected total surplus is

$$
\Pi(x, p, \theta) = \frac{1}{4\theta_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i) \right)^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta(x_i, \theta) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \sigma_{\omega_j} + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i)) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1 \right) \right) + \frac{\theta}{\theta_i} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i) \right) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\omega_j} + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i) \right).
$$

(16)

Because $\theta$ has no impact on fully specialized jobs, task complementarity will favor multi-tasking jobs when profits rise with the degree of complementarity $\theta$. It readily follows from the envelope theorem that

$$
\frac{\partial \Pi(x, p, \theta)}{\partial \theta} = -\frac{\beta(x_i, \theta)}{\theta_i^2} \left( \beta(x_i, \theta) \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} (p \sigma_{\omega_j} + \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i)) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} - 1 \right) \right) - \frac{1}{\theta_i^2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \sigma_{\mu_j}^2(x_i) \right)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \leq 0, \forall \theta_i.
$$

This leads to the following result.

**Proposition 7.** Suppose workers are compensated on total time and on an aggregated performance and time measure. Then (i) there exists a limited liability threshold, denoted by $L(\theta) \geq 0$, such that the second-best optimal job design entails only full specialized jobs for all $L \leq L(\theta)$ and it entails at least one multi-tasking job otherwise; (ii) $L(\theta)$ rises monotonically with $\theta$; and (iii) the second-best total surplus is lower than the first-best total surplus as long as $\rho_j < 1$ for some $j = 1, \ldots, n$.

This result is consistent with the one find in the previous sub-section; that is, as the degree to which
tasks are substitutes increases, the firm is more likely to adopt an optimal job design that admits at least one multi-task job. The intuition is similar to the previous one. From the firm’s point of view substitution makes a multi-task job to look more like a single-task job since it is better to induce workers to focus more on their private information.

Again this results is in stark contrast with one derived under the rationale of the linear agency-model with multiple tasks.

7 Predictions and Final Remarks

7.1 Predictions

The Risk and Incentives Trade-off. Since most of the debate in the incentive contracting literature revolves around the relationship between risk and incentives, it is worthwhile to study how these two thing are related in the context of my model. The standard rationale for linking pay to performance is that it helps to align workers’ incentives with those of the firm—the well-known incentive effect. The main prediction of the single-task agency theory is the existence of a negative trade-off between risk and incentives. Pay for performance imposes risk on risk-averse workers that result in higher wage costs. The risk increases with the uncertainty of the environment, thereby giving rise to a negative trade-off. While appealing, this prediction is not borne out by the data. For many occupations, the evidence suggests that pay for performance is more prevalent the more uncertain the environment (see, Prendergast (2002)).

There are two different rationales for this evidence. One advanced by Prendergast (2002) arguing that workers have knowledge about uncertain events and must be given incentives to make a correct use it. An alternative advanced by Balmaceda (2009) arguing that in the absence of incentives to exert effort issues, but in the presence of incomplete information about workers’ ability, the prevalence of pay-for-performance rises with environmental uncertainty, but pay-for-performance sensitivity falls with it.

The predicted relationship between performance pay and uncertainty and other parameters here is as follows

**Proposition 8.** $\beta(x_i, m_i)$ increases with $\rho_j$, $\sigma^2_{\mu_j}(x_i)$ and $\sigma_{\omega_j}$, decreases with $p$ and increases with $\sigma^2_{\mu_j}$ if and only if $p_j\sigma_{\omega_j}/\sigma_{\mu_j} > 4/\beta(x_i)$.

Performance-based incentives are high power when the correlation coefficient is high and low power otherwise. The reason is that a greater correlation implies, ceteris-paribus, that the worker’s information is more valuable; the worker’s time allocation matches the firm’s desired time allocation more often. Performance-based incentive are more powerful as task-specific’s productivity uncertainty rises. The reason is that when the variance of $\omega_j$ is large, the marginal product of the worker’s time on output vary greatly in different states of the world. This means that the worker has much better information that the firm has and that would allow him to modify his time allocation significantly in response to his information, which,in turn produces more
valuable outcomes. The rationale for why increases in the heterogeneity on expected marginal productivity across tasks, as measured by $\sigma^2_{\mu_i}(x_i)$, increase the power of performance-based incentives is similar. The reason is that on average the expected marginal product of time vary greatly across tasks. This means that it is optimal to provide workers with more powerful incentives so that workers’ time allocation become more responsive to the increased task heterogeneity.

The impact of the worker’s knowledge about the performance measure as measured by $\sigma^2_{\mu_j}$ is ambiguous. When the variance of $\mu_j$ is large, the marginal product of the worker’s action on $P$ is a noisy reflection of the marginal product of the worker’s action on $Y$. A greater variance implies that the optimal time allocation will vary wildly with $\mu$. Given the convex cost function, the worker’s expected cost will be high, and the firm will have to compensate the worker for this expected cost by settling for weak incentives rather than strong but frequently dysfunctional incentives.

In the model here then, whether one should expect to see a positive or a negative relationship between incentives and uncertainty depends on which type of uncertainty is being considered. According to Proposition 8, an increase in technological uncertainty in task $j$, measured by $\sigma_{\omega_j}$, results in an increase of the intensity of performance-based compensation, while an increase in performance uncertainty in task $j$, measured by $\sigma_{\mu_j}$, results in a decrease of performance-based pay incentives when $\rho_j$ is small and in an increase of it otherwise. However, in the single-task case, an increase in performance uncertainty in task $j$ always results in a decrease of performance-based pay and in an increase in time wages.

This result depends crucially on the fact that performance sensitivity uncertainty affects workers’ marginal return to time, and that workers receive information before choosing their time allocation. This uncertainty should not be interpreted as the environmental uncertainty or risk in the linear agency model. Rather, it is valuable information from workers’ viewpoint about what they ought to do and to the extent that $\rho_j > 0$, this is also valuable from firms’ viewpoint. Thus, the relationship between the power of incentives and uncertainty seems more subtle than what most empirical studies so far have assumed. A proper identification of the empirical relationship between the power of incentives and uncertainty requires to distinguish between technological, performance and environmental uncertainty since their impact on pay-for-performance is different. Furthermore, it also requires to control for job design, since the model predicts a non-monotone relationship between performance uncertainty and performance-based incentives that depends on the quality of information possessed by workers and the structure of the job.

A paper that attempts to distinguish between different types of uncertainty and deals with workers’ knowledge is Erkens et al. (2006). They find, among 2,200 U.S. manufacturing plants, that approximately 49% compensate production employees based on their outputs and that there is a lot of heterogeneity in

---

22 This rationale is different from that in Prendergast (2002) since he derives a prediction of a positive relation between risk and incentives prevalence by assuming that increased volatility leads to increased delegation, while here the prediction regards the strength of incentives. Mainly, his prediction says the piece rate is more likely to be found when there is more environmental uncertainty. Thus, in contrast with Prendergast, the model here predicts that, holding delegation constant, the power of incentives, measured by the pay-for-performance intensity, should be higher in less uncertain environments.
compensation across workers. They argue that a large portion of the heterogeneity in compensation can be explained by workers’ specific knowledge. Furthermore, they find that the noisiness of output performance measures is negatively associated with their use. However, this last piece of evidence is concerned with pay-for-performance prevalence and not intensity and thus the model here has nothing to say about this.

**Performance, Satisfaction and Job Design.** The seminal paper by Hackman and Oldham (1976) argue that job complexity impacts behavioral and attitudinal outcomes through their influence on three critical psychological states: experienced meaningfulness (i.e., the degree to which an employee feels the job has value and importance), experienced responsibility (i.e., the degree to which an employee feels liable and accountable for job results), and knowledge of results (i.e., the degree to which the employee is aware of his or her level of performance). Specifically, they argue that skill variety, task identity and task significance are thought to be the main job characteristics that affect experienced meaningfulness, autonomy is thought to impact experienced responsibility, and feedback from the job is thought to impact knowledge of results. In short, this literature argue that motivational work characteristics increase job satisfaction.

DeVaro et al. (2007) evaluate the empirical relevance of the Job Characteristics Model using a unique, nationally representative data from a survey of British establishments. The results generally support the predictions that task variety and worker autonomy are positively associated with labor productivity and that autonomy is positively associated with worker satisfaction. In contrast to previous studies, they find that the impact of task variety on performance-related outcomes is stronger than that on workers’ satisfaction.

Humphrey et al. (2007) study the relationship between motivation broadly defined and job design by mean of conducting a meta-analysis of 259 studies including 219,625 participants. They find that job enrichment (skill variety, task identity, and task significance) explains 25% of the variance in subjective performance and 34% in job satisfaction, while social characteristics (interdependence among jobs, feedback from others, social support, and interaction outside the organization) explain incremental variances of 9% of the variance in subjective performance and 17% in job satisfaction. Judge et al. (2001) conducts a meta-analysis on 312 samples with a combined number of observations equal to 54,417. They find that mean correlation between overall job satisfaction and job performance was estimated to be 30%.23 They also report that the satisfaction-performance correlation is substantially stronger in high-complexity jobs than low-complexity jobs. Though job satisfaction and job performance were correlated for jobs with medium and low complexity (correlation 29%), this value is significantly lower than the average correlation for high complexity jobs (correlation 52%). Judge et al. (2010) conducts a meta-analysis across 115 correlations from 92 independent samples, and find that pay level was correlated 15% with job satisfaction and 23% with pay satisfaction. The results suggest that, within-studies, level of pay bears a positive, but small, relationship to job and pay satisfaction. Between studies, there is little relationship between average pay in a sample and the average

---

23 This correlation did not vary significantly according to the measure of performance, although it should be noted that the vast majority of the studies measured job performance with supervisory ratings.
level of job or pay satisfaction.

Freeman and Kleiner (2000) estimate the effects of job enrichment programs on productivity using panel data on firms and the effects of these on workers using a survey of employees and find that job enrichment barely affects firm productivity, but substantially improves worker satisfaction. Cappelli and Neumark (2001) confirms this result in larger sample and find that these human resource practices increase compensation. Thus, one can be fairly sure that there exists a positive and strong relationship between job complexity and job satisfaction and a positive, but less strong, relationship between job complexity and productivity. Furthermore, the evidence points to a weak relationship between pay and job and pay satisfaction.

The model predicts the following.

**Proposition 9.** (i) A worker’s total time worked rises with \( m \); (ii) holding monetary rewards constant, a worker’s non-monetary satisfaction rises with \( m \), while keeping non-monetary satisfaction constant, monetary satisfaction falls with \( m \); and (iii) suppose that \( \sigma_{\omega_j} \geq \sigma_{\omega_j \mu_j} \), then a worker’s total productivity rises with \( m \).

This result combined with that in proposition 5 imply that there is a positive relationship between total-time worked, non-monetary satisfaction and productivity and job complexity, and a negative relationship between monetary satisfaction and job complexity. Furthermore, compensation and job satisfaction are negatively related.

The results here not only suggests that there is a relationship between non-monetary satisfaction and job complexity, but a causal one. Mainly, the causality goes from non-monetary rewards to job complexity and not the other way around. That is, when workers are strongly adhere to moral standards about doing good work, firms are more likely to assign workers to multi-task jobs. Furthermore, the model also predicts that workers in more complex jobs not only should declare themselves as more satisfied, but also their pay should be based more on input (time) and less on output than workers performing in specialized jobs entailing the same tasks.\(^{24}\) The result in proposition 9 also suggests that workers more concerned with moral standards should work harder and be more productive, be happier with their job and less happy with their total compensation than workers less concerned with moral standards.

Podsakoff et al. (2009) conducts a meta-analytic examination of the relationships between organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) and a variety of individual-and organizational-level outcomes. OBCs are classified into two groups: one that includes any behavior that involves helping others within the unit of analysis such as altruism and interpersonal helping and another that includes any behavior that goes directly toward the benefit of the unit of analysis such as compliance and endorsing, supporting, and defending.

\(^{24}\)Helper et al. (2010) provide evidence that suggests that for firms with production processes with a high return to multi-tasking and producing exact levels of output, time rate pay or time rates with low-powered incentives are the optimal form of compensation. They argue that the adoption of flexible manufacturing led to multi-tasking and to changes in compensation contracts and an important reason for that was that under flexible manufacturing workers’ specific knowledge became crucial.
organizational objectives. Results, based 51,235 individuals, indicated that OCBs are positively related to employee performance and rewards, and results based on 3,611 units show that a positive relationship between OCBs and productivity, efficiency, cost reductions and profitability. Furthermore, they find stronger relationships between OCBs and unit-level performance measures in longitudinal studies than in cross-sectional studies, providing some evidence that OCBs are causally related to these variables as the model here predicts.

7.2 Final Remarks

In this paper, I extended Baker (1992)’s model to a multi-task setting with independent tasks to study job design. The relationship between tasks arises as the result of compensation being based on aggregated measures and ex-post asymmetric information and not as the result of the effort substitution effect proposed by Holmström and Milgrom (1991). The main insight of the paper is that incentives problems of the type considered here are a natural source of dis-economies of scope in firms despite the fact that there is no spillovers across tasks. Thus, the benefits of specialization goes beyond the learning-by-doing effect identified by Smith. Furthermore, the paper highlights the importance of job design rather than incentive contracts as a major determinant of the incentives provided by firms, and workers’ preferences as major determinant of job design. Mainly, it shows that intrinsic motivation arising from workers’ adherence of moral standards favors job designs in which multi-tasking jobs are adopted.

The results here also provide a novel rationale for the relationship between job design and spillovers across tasks that is of a different nature of that suggested by the Holmström and Milgrom (1991)’s model. Mainly, the model shows that as the degree of substitution rises, firms are more likely to adopt multi-task jobs.

Finally, the tractability of the model proposed here lends itself to study other issues such as the effort-in-teams problem and the communication of information problem. I have assumed that workers’ cannot credible communicate their private information to the principal and assumed away the incentives-in-teams problem. I hope to undertake these questions in future research.
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\textbf{A Proof of Results in Section 4}

\textit{Proof of lemma 3.} Note that worker $i$’s total time costs are given by

$$\frac{1}{8}(\mathbb{E}\mu(x_i))^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} + \frac{1}{2}\beta(x_i)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}(p\sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \sigma_{\mu_i}^2(x_i)).$$

Suppose first that the expected marginal product of time is the same across all tasks; that is, $\mathbb{E}(\mu_j) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)$, $\forall j = 1, \ldots, n$. Consider any worker, say worker $i$, who is assigned to a job with $K > 1$ tasks. Because $\mathbb{E}(\omega_j)$ is the same for all $j$, the limited liability rent from assigning worker $i$ to a multi-task job with $K$ tasks is given by

$$L + \frac{1}{8}\left(\sum_{j=1}^{K} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 + \frac{\left(\sum_{j=1}^{K} pp_j \sigma_{\omega_j} \sigma_{\mu_j}\right)^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} p\sigma_{\mu_j}^2}\right). \quad (A1)$$

Suppose now that worker $i$’s job is split in $K$ different jobs each having one task only. Then the sum of the limited liability rents of the workers allocated to these jobs is

$$\sum_{i=1}^{K} L + \frac{1}{8}\sum_{j=1}^{K} \left(\mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 + pp_j^2 \sigma_{\omega_j}^2\right). \quad (A2)$$

Assuming that $L = 0$ and subtracting the limited liability rent in equation (A1) from the sum of the limited liability rents in equation (A2), one can show that this difference is positive if and only if

$$\sum_{j=1}^{K} p\sigma_{\mu_j}^2 \sum_{j=1}^{K} pp_j^2 \sigma_{\omega_j}^2 \geq \left(\sum_{j=1}^{K} pp_j \sigma_{\omega_j} \sigma_{\mu_j}\right)^2,$$

which holds true by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.

This says that the limited liability rent from a worker assigned to a job with more than 1 task is lower than the sum of the limited liability rents from the equivalent number of single-task jobs when the limited liability constraint is set to zero. Observe that this is even more so when $L > 0$, since this must be paid to each worker who is assigned at least one task.

Suppose now that $\mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \neq \mathbb{E}(\mu_{j'})$ for some $j, j' = 1, \ldots, n, j \neq j'$ and $L = 0$. The sum of the limited liability rents from job design in which there are $K$ single-task jobs and these are assigned to $K$ different workers is

$$\frac{1}{8}\sum_{j=1}^{K} \left(\mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 + pp_j^2 \sigma_{\omega_j}^2\right),$$

while the limited liability rent from bundling the same $K$ tasks into one job and assigning this job to worker
is given by
\[ \frac{1}{8} \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 - \sigma_\mu(x_i) \right) + \frac{1}{2} \beta(x_i)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( p\sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \sigma_\mu(x_i) \right). \]

After a few steps of simple algebra, it is easy to show that the limited liability from the sum of \( K \) single-tasks job is greater than that from one job with the same \( K \) tasks if and only if
\[
\left( \sum_{j=1}^{K} \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} p \left( \sigma_{\mu_j} - \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{K} p\sigma_{\mu_j} \left( \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} - \sigma_{\mu_j} \right) \right) K\sigma_\mu^2(x_i) \geq (A3)
\]

It readily follows from Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that the right-hand side of this equation is non-negative for any \( K \geq 2 \), while the sign of left-hand side is ambiguous. On the one hand, assumption \( A2 \) ensures that \( \sigma_{\mu_j} \geq \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} \) which implies that the second term on the LHS is non-positive, while the first-term is non-negative. Adding these two terms it is easy to see that the LHS is given by
\[-\sum_{j=1}^{K} p \left( \sigma_{\mu_j} - \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} \right)^2 < 0.\]

Thus, the LHS is lower than the RHS and therefore full specialization leads to higher limited liability rents. Again this is even more so when \( L > 0 \).

Proof of lemma 4. The output of a job consisting of \( K \) tasks is given by
\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \mathbb{E}(\mu(x_i))^2 \right)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} + \beta(x_i)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( p\sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \sigma_\mu^2(x_i) \right).
\]

while the sum of the outputs from \( K \) jobs each comprising one of the \( K \) tasks is given by:
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 + p\rho_j^2 \sigma_{\omega_j}^2 \right).
\]

The rest of the proof is identical to the one in lemma 3.

Proof of Proposition 2. For \( L = 0 \) this readily follows from lemma 3 and equation (7), since this implies that the profits from a job comprising \( K \) tasks is given by
\[
\frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 - \sigma_\mu(x_i) \right) + \beta(x_i)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( p\sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \sigma_\mu(x_i) \right).
\]
while the sum of the profits from $K$ jobs each comprising one of the $K$ tasks is given by:

$$\frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 + p\rho_j^2 \sigma_j^2 \right).$$

For $L > 0$ it is sufficient to notice that profits in job comprising $K$ tasks falls at rate of 1 with $L$, while the sum of the profits from $K$ single-task jobs falls at rate of $K$ with $L$. Thus the difference between the profit from a multi-task job with $K$ tasks and that for the sum of profits from $K$ single-task jobs rises with $L$ at rate $K - 1$ for all $K \geq 2$ and thus by continuity with respect to $L$ there exist an $L$, denoted by $\hat{L}$, such that the profit from a multi-task job with at least 2 tasks is greater than the sum of the profits of two single-task jobs comprising these two tasks.

**B Proof of Results in Section 5**

*Proof of proposition 5.* Let $L(m)$ be the limited liability level that leaves the firm indifferent between $K$ single-task jobs and the most profitable job design entailing multi-tasking. That is, $L(m)$ solves the following $\Pi(x_i, m) = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \Pi(x_{ij}, m)$. Thus, it readily follows from proposition 3 and equation (10) that for all $m < 1$ and any $K > 2$

$$(K - 1) \frac{\partial L(m)}{\partial m} = \frac{(1 - m)(3 + m)}{(1 + m)^2} \left( \Pi(x_i) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} \Pi(x_{ij}) - L(K - 1) \right)$$

Because proposition 2 ensures that RHS is negative and $K > 1$ ensures that LHS is positive, $L(m)$ falls with $m$ for all $m < 1$.

It readily follows from the proposition 3 that for all $m \geq 1$ and any $K > 2$

$$(K - 1) \frac{\partial L(m)}{\partial m} = 0$$

since

$$\Pi(x_i, m) = \frac{m}{1 + m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \left( p\rho_j^2 \sigma_j^2 + \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 \right) - L.$$
C Contractible Time

D Task-specific Contractible Measures

Here, I study the robustness of the result to the availability of different performance and time measures. First, I consider the case in which the principal can contract on task-specific time measures in each task and the aggregated output performance measure $P$. Second, I assume that the principal can contract on task-specific performance measures in each task and the aggregated time measure $T$. I do not consider the case in which the firm can contract in both dimensions at the task level since as become obvious job design become irrelevant due to the lack of spillovers effects.

D.1 Task-Specific Time Measures

So far I have assumed that workers have full discretion on how to allocate their time across tasks. Here, I assume that firms can contract on workers’ time allocation to each task as they see it fit. If firms were to be informed about the realized marginal product of time in each task, this will lead to the efficient time allocation. However, firms do not know them and thus it is not obvious how the optimal contract will be modified to deal with extra information.

Let $\gamma_{ij}$ be the time-based pay in task $j$. Then, given a contract $C_i \equiv (\alpha_i, \beta_i, \gamma_{ij})$, it is straightforward to show that the worker chooses a time allocation consistent with

$$t_j(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij}(\beta_i \mu_j + \gamma_{ij}). \quad (D1)$$

Given job design $x \in X$, the firm chooses compensation contracts to solve the following problem

$$\max_{\{C_i\}_{i=1}^n} \mathbb{E} \sum_{i=1}^n \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j t_j(C_i, x_i) - \alpha_i - \beta_i \sum_{j=1}^n \mu_j t_j(C_i, x_i) - \sum_{j=1}^n \gamma_{ij} t_j(C_i, x_i) \right\}. \quad (D2)$$

The first-order conditions are as follows

$$\beta_i : \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( p \mathbb{E}(\omega_j \mu_j) + (1 - p) \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \right) - \quad (D2)$$

$$2 \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \left( \beta_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j^2) + (1 - p) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j^2) \right) + \gamma_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) = 0,$$

and

$$\gamma_{ij} : x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) - 2 x_{ij} (\beta_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) + \gamma_{ij}) = 0. \quad (D3)$$

Thus, solving for each $\gamma_{ij}$, using the fact that $\mathbb{E}(\omega_j) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)$ and substituting this back into the first-order
condition for $\beta$, one gets that the optimal contract is given by a performance-based performance sensitivity

$$\beta(x_i) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \theta_j(x_i) \beta(x_{ij}), \quad (D4)$$

and a time wage in task $j$ equals to

$$\gamma(x_i) = x_{ij} \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)(1 - 2\beta(x_i)). \quad (D5)$$

After a few steps of simple algebra, one can show that the total surplus when the firm can contract on effort in each task and thus it limits the worker’s discretion is given by

$$\Pi(x, p) \equiv \frac{1}{4} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)^2 + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \rho_j \sigma_{\omega_j} \sigma_{\mu_j}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \rho_j \sigma_{\mu_j}^2} \right)^2.$$

When the firm can monitor the time allocated to each task, the firm chooses a task-specific time wage so that workers adjust their time to the expected marginal product of time in each task and a positive performance-based pay to induce workers to use their private information. By contracting on the time allocated to each task, the firm can tune better the contract to deal with difference in expected marginal product of time across tasks. However, since the performance-base pay relies on a measure that is aggregated (at the job level), workers continue to have incentives to game the performance measure by allocating their time across tasks in non-optimal from the firm’s viewpoint. In fact, the optimal performance-based pay sensitivity is equal to the one that arises when all tasks have the same expected marginal product of time and thus the worker’s incentives to game the output performance measure remain intact. This together with the result in proposition 2 lead to the following

**Proposition 10.** Suppose the firm has access to a task-specific time measure for each task. Then (i) there exists a limited liability threshold, denoted by $\hat{L} > 0$, such that the second-best optimal job design entails only full specialized jobs for all $L \leq \hat{L}$ and it entails multi-tasking jobs otherwise; and (ii) the second-best total surplus is lower than the first-best total surplus as long as $\rho_j < 1$ for some $j = 1, \ldots, n$.

Thus, the full specialization result is robust to the existence of a task-specific time measure for each task. Furthermore, having a more rich set of time measures is of no value from the firm’s point of view since the result will be full specialization anyway.

**D.2 Task-Specific Performance Measures**

So far I have assumed that there is only one aggregated output-performance measure available and thus it seems reasonable to think that the full specialization result is driven by this assumption. Here, I assume that
the firm has access to one performance measure per task together with the total time input measure.

Let $\beta_{ij}$ be the pay-for-performance sensitivity paid in task $j$. Then, it is easy to show that when faced with contract $C_i \equiv (\alpha_i, \beta_{ij}, \gamma_i)$ and allocated to job $x_i$, worker $i$ chooses his time allocation according to.

$$t_j(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij}(\beta_{ij} \tilde{\mu}_j + \gamma_i).$$

Given job design $x \in X$, the firm chooses compensation contracts to solve the following problem

$$\max_{\{C_i\}_{i=1}^n} \mathbb{E} \sum_{i=1}^n \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^n \omega_j t_j(C_i, x_i) - \alpha_i - \sum_{j=1}^n \beta_{ij} \mu_j t_j(C_i, x_i) - \gamma_i \sum_{j=1}^n t_j(C_i, x_i) \right\}.$$

The first-order conditions are as follows

$$\beta_{ij} : x_{ij} \left( p \mathbb{E}(\omega_j \mu_j) + (1 - p) \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \right) - 2x_{ij} \left( \beta_{ij} (p \mathbb{E}(\mu_j^2) + (1 - p) \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)^2) + \gamma_i \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \right) = 0,$$

and

$$\gamma_i : \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j) - 2 \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} (\beta_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) + \gamma_i) = 0.$$

Thus, summing over the first-order conditions for $\beta_{ij}$ in order to solve for $\sum_{j=1}^n \beta_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\omega_j)$, substituting this into the FOC for $\gamma_i$, using the fact that $\mathbb{E}(\omega_j) = \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)$ and substituting this back into the first-order condition for $\beta_{ij}$, one gets that the optimal contract is given by

$$\beta_j(x_i) = 1 - \frac{1}{p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)^2} \left( p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 (1 - \ell_j) + \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \sum_{h=1}^n x_{ih} \phi_h(x_i) \mathbb{E}(\mu_h) (1 - \ell_h) \right)$$

where

$$\phi_j(x_i) = \frac{p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 / (p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \mathbb{E}(\mu_j)^2)}{\sum_{h=1}^n x_{ih} \left( p \sigma_{\mu_h}^2 / (p \sigma_{\mu_h}^2 + \mathbb{E}(\mu_h)^2) \right)}$$

and a time wage

$$\gamma_i(x_i) = \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \mathbb{E}(\mu_j) \phi_j(x_i) (1 - \ell_j).$$

It is instructive to see that if the firm sets $\gamma_i = 0$, then it follows from the first-order condition for $\beta_{ij}$ that the optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity in each task assigned to worker $i$ would be independent of that for the other tasks assigned to him. This means that tasks are treated as fully independent and therefore the firm is indifferent between all possible job designs. However, as shown above, from the firm’s point of view this is suboptimal, since the firm wants to pay for time in order to reduce expected time costs due
to cost convexity and to keep workers’ incentives to allocate time to tasks. Because the time-based pay is based on an aggregated (at the job level) time measure, the optimal contract results in the existence of a link between task-specific pay-for-performance sensitivity in task $j$ and the beta coefficient in task $j’$ (i.e., $\ell_{j’}$) for all $x_{ij'} = 1$.

Observe that the equilibrium time-based compensation falls with $\ell_{j}$, $\forall j = 1, \ldots, n$ and the equilibrium task-specific pay-for-performance sensitivity rises with it. Thus, there is a negative relationship between time- and performance-based incentives that is of the same nature as the one arising when compensation is based on an aggregated performance measure.

It follows from the first-order condition for $\beta_{ij}$ that the optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity in task $j$ falls with $\gamma_i$ and thus if $\gamma_i$ rises when another task is bundled into the job, the task-specific pay-for-performance sensitivity in each task falls when a new task is bundled into the job. Because $\gamma(x_i)$ is a weighted mean of $1 - \ell_j$ and this term rises when a task with lower quality of information (i.e., lower $\ell_j$) is added to the job, the optimal pay-for-performance sensitivity $\beta_j(x_i)$ falls with it. Thus, when firms can compensate workers according to task-specific performance measures, incentive problems remain a natural source of dis-economies of scope in firms.

The expected total surplus is

$$\Pi(x, p) = \frac{1}{4} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \mathbb{E} \mu(x_i) \right)^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \beta_j(x_i) \left( p \sigma_{\mu_j}^2 + \mathbb{E} \mu_j^2 \right) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{x_{ij} \beta_j(x_i) \mathbb{E} \mu_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}} \right)^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij}.$$

**Proposition 11.** Suppose the firm has access to a task-specific performance measure for each task. Suppose workers are compensated on total time and on an aggregated performance measure. Then (i) there exists a limited liability threshold, denoted by $\hat{L} > 0$, such that the second-best optimal job design entails only full specialized jobs for all $L \leq \hat{L}$ and it entails multi-tasking jobs otherwise; and (ii) the second-best total surplus is lower than the first-best total surplus as long as $\rho_j < 1$ for some $j = 1, \ldots, n$.

**Proof.** The proof follows immediately from the definition of maximum. Let

$$t_j(C_i, x_i) = x_{ij} (\beta_{ij} \mu_j + \gamma_{ij}).$$

be worker $i$’s time allocation when the firm can freely choose the contract $(\alpha_i, \beta_{ij}, \gamma_{ij})$. When the time measure is aggregated at the job level, the firm chooses $(\alpha_i, \beta_{ij}, \gamma_{ij})$ and job design $x \in X$ to solve the
following problem

\[
\max_{x \in X, \{C_i \in \mathbb{R}^3\}} \mathbb{E} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \omega_j t_j (C_i, x_i) - \alpha_i - \sum_{j=1}^{n} \beta_{ij} \mu_j t_j (C_i, x_i) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} \gamma_{ij} t_j (C_i, x_i) \right\}
\]  \quad (D6)

subject to

\[ \gamma_{ij} = \gamma_i \ \forall x_{ij} = 1 \text{ and } \forall i = 1, \ldots, N. \]

The expected surplus from the full specialization job design is the same as that arises from the solution to the following problem

\[
\max_{x \in X, \{C_i \in \mathbb{R}^3\}} \mathbb{E} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \omega_j t_j (C_i, x_i) - \alpha_i - \sum_{j=1}^{n} \beta_{ij} \mu_j t_j (C_i, x_i) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} \gamma_{ij} t_j (C_i, x_i) \right\}
\]  \quad (D7)

Because the maximization problem in equation (D6) is equal to that in equation (D7) but with the restriction that the time-based compensation cannot be customized to the the level of task only to the job level, the expected total surplus arising from program (D7) is at least as large as that of (D6). □
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